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1.0 Introduction
First Pennsylvania Resource, LLC. (FPR), a wholly owned subsidiary of Resource Environmental
Solutions (“RES”), is proposing this Permittee-Responsible (PRM) Mitigation Plan for the Atlantic
Sunrise Project (Project) on behalf of Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Company, LLC. (Permittee
or Transco) to compensate for unavoidable impacts to waters of the United States (U.S.)
associated with the Project in Susquehanna County, Pennsylvania (PA). FPR has prepared this
PRM plan in accordance with the Compensatory Mitigation for Losses of Aquatic Resources Final
Rule issued on April 10, 2008 as detailed in 33 CFR §332.4(c) of the Federal Register (Volume
73, Number 70). This document addresses mitigation that will be provided at the Towanda Creek
PRM Site (Towanda PRM Site or PRM Project). The proposed mitigation at the Towanda PRM Site
will offset permanent conversion impacts to exceptional value (EV) Palustrine Scrub Shrub (PSS)
as well as temporary and permanent conversion impacts to EV and non-EV Palustrine Forested
(PFO) wetlands in Susquehanna County, Pennsylvania. Four additional PRM Sites will provide
mitigation to offset temporary and permanent impacts to PSS and PFO wetlands along the
remaining portions of the Project.
The 36.93-acre Towanda PRM Site is located east of the Town of Canton in Granville and Leroy
Townships, Bradford County, PA. The PRM Site is generally bound by Stotenburr Road (T-367) to
the north and west, and Jennings Road (T-319) to the east and south. A site location map is
included as Figure 1: Site Location Map. Figure 2: Mitigation Site/Impact Location Reference
Map, shows the location of the PRM Site in relation to the associated Project impact locations
within State Plan Watershed 4. As shown on Figure 3: PRM Area Map, the site is comprised of
two easements: the 20.14-acre Chippewa Swamp easement and the 16.79-acre Saddle Swamp
easement.
The physical address and latitude/longitude coordinates for the site are provided below.
Physical
Address:
Coordinates:

86 Jennings Road
Canton, PA 17724
41°41’ 36.61” North
76°45’ 58.30” West

Driving directions from the intersection of Interstate I-80 and Interstate I-180 (near Milton) are
as follows:
1. Head north of I-180 W toward Exit 1 (28.3 miles)
2. Keep right at the fork to continue on US-15 N (12.6 miles)
3. Exit onto PA-14 N (25.4 miles)
4. Turn right onto PA-414 E/W Main Street (4.7 miles)
5. Turn left onto Jennings Road/T-318 (1.5 miles)
The Agent and Permittee request to be contacted prior to visiting the Towanda PRM Site.
FPR will act as the mitigation services agent (“Agent”) on behalf of Transco. FPR on behalf of
Transco, will be responsible for implementation of the PRM plan in addition to meeting
performance standards, monitoring, and long-term management of the property as described in
Rev.2 April 2017
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33 CFR §332.3(l). The Permittee will remain responsible for legal duties and responsibilities
associated with wetland mitigation as necessary in accordance with PADEP Chapter 105 Rules
and Regulations regarding wetland replacement criteria guidelines and 33 CFR § 332.

2.0 Objectives
Construction of the Project will result in temporary and permanent impacts due to the conversion
of EV and non-EV PSS and PFO wetlands. Temporary (construction) impacts are those areas
being impacted during construction, which will be allowed to revert to their previous state
following construction. Permanent (operational) impacts are those areas which will be maintained
on an annual basis, as required by Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) Wetland and
Waterbody Construction and Mitigation Procedures. These permanent impacts will not involve
dredging or filling of wetlands.
Mitigation will be required for 0.44-acre of impact to EV PSS and EV and non-EV PFO wetlands in
Susquehanna County. Of the 0.44 wetland impact acre, 0.02 is EV PSS, 0.14 is non-EV PFO, and
0.28 is EV PFO impact. No non-EV PSS impacts are anticipated in Susquehanna County. To
compensate for these impacts, FPR will re-establish, enhance, and preserve a total of 16.03 acres
on the 36.93-acre Towanda PRM Site. Wetland mitigation generated beyond the 1.02 acre
required in Susquehanna County will be used to compensate for impacts in Wyoming County, in
addition to 0.01 acre of permanent impact to PEM Wetland W-2 within the Saddle Swamp
easement area as a result of proposed upgrades/improvements to a permanent agricultural
crossing at the PRM Site. Surrounding upland buffers within the PRM Site will be restored and
preserved. The existing mid-successional forest areas will be protected under the permanent deed
restriction placed over the entire site. Table 1: Mitigation Summary provides a summary of preand post-restoration resources for the Towanda site.
Table 1: Mitigation Summary
Impact Acreage
Resource Type

Total Acres
Uplands
PEM
PSS
Wetlands
PFO
TOTAL

Existing
Acres

Proposed
Acres

36.93
22.28
2.22
4.38
8.05
14.65

36.93
20.90
16.03
16.03

W etland M itigation Acreage
Allocated to Susquehanna
County:
Total M itigation N eeded in
Susquehanna County:

NonEV
P SS
(1.5:1)
0.00
(0.00)

EV PSS
(1.75:1)

NonEV
P FO
(2:1)

EV
P FO
(2.5:1)

0.02
(0.04)

0.14
(0.28)

0.28
(0.70)

M itigation
Needed for
Susquehanna
County
(Acres)
0.44
1.02

1.02
1.02

Of the 16.03 acres of proposed mitigation on the PRM Site, 1.38 acres of wetland reestablishment, and 6.60 acres of wetland enhancement are proposed. Of the 1.38 acres of
wetland re-establishment, 0.01 acre will be used to offset proposed permanent impact to PEM
Wetland W-2 within the Saddle Swamp easement area as a result of proposed
upgrades/improvements to a permanent agricultural crossing at the PRM Site. The 0.01 acre of
Rev.2 April 2017
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proposed impact associated with the restoration site has therefore been subtracted from the total
mitigation generated. Additionally, 20.90 acres of upland restoration are proposed. Stream
enhancement measures are proposed along 66.77 linear feet (lf) of stream channel, although
there are no stream impacts associated with the Project, and as such none of the stream work is
being used for mitigation.
Native woody plantings, grading, and invasive species control will re-establish a healthy
vegetative community that will contribute to the restorative success of the Towanda PRM Project.
These restoration activities will enhance the groundwater recharge/discharge, flood flow
alteration, sediment/toxicant retention, nutrient removal, and wildlife habitat functions and values
that the site already provides, mitigating for the impacted functions and values from the Project.
Permanent legal protection of the PRM Project will maximize the long-term potential for successful
and sustainable mitigation.

3.0 Site Selection
The Permittee explored multiple mitigation options to compensate for the proposed impacts to
EV and non-EV PSS and PFO wetlands as a result of the Project. Banking credits were unavailable,
and there are currently no active In-Lieu Fee programs from which to obtain In-Lieu Fee credits.
In order to minimize impacts to aquatic features and habitat areas, the Permittee limited the
width of the proposed construction limits of disturbance (LOD) to the greatest extent practicable.
This avoidance measure narrowed the potential area available for on-site resource restoration,
which if pursued would provide minimal benefit to the local watersheds relative to the impacts
proposed within the LOD. The Permittee therefore determined that the on-site mitigation
opportunities were less conducive to complying with the “no net loss” and/or “watershed
approach” policy(s) commensurate with the Final Rule ((33 CFR 332.3(b)(2)) due to the project’s
permanent impacts to PSS and PFO wetlands. The Permittee concluded that due to the ecological
demands of the Project, entrusting the logistical and environmental aspects of compensatory
mitigation to FPR would ensure the greatest chance of success and most effectively address
watershed needs through off-site mitigation.
The Towanda PRM site was selected after careful consideration of multiple alternatives in the
watershed. Many alternatives were eliminated as a result of unwillingness on the part of the
property owner to permanently restrict property use. The remaining alternatives were ultimately
rejected due to lack of sufficient degraded stream, wetland, and riparian resources within the
project areas to provide the required functional uplift and associated mitigation needs. The
Towanda site was selected because of its ability to replace the functions and values impacted by
the Project, and accomplish ecologically self-sustaining aquatic resources through reestablishment, enhancement and preservation restoration measures.
The current degraded conditions of the on-site wetland areas and stream channel make this an
attractive site from a mitigation perspective. Both the wetlands and stream have been degraded
through anthropogenic alterations including historic and current agricultural activities (i.e., direct
livestock access and grazing), drain tile placement, and the planting and maintenance of nonnative pasture grasses such as fescue. The PRM Project will capitalize on many of the critical
components of the Final Rule including the likelihood for success and sustainability, the
significance of the restored water body within the watershed, and the proximity of the impact
and mitigation site from a watershed perspective. Providing functional benefits such as
improvements to fish and wildlife habitat, flood flow alteration, and nutrient removal/retention,
and long-term land protection will help the aquatic resources within the watershed remain in good
Rev.2 April 2017
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health. The likelihood of success and long-term ecological change were the most important factors
that the Permittee considered.

Selected Mitigation Site
The proposed PRM Project will strongly align with the goals proposed in the Towanda – Sugar
Creek Watershed Conservation Plan, published in July 2009 (PADCNR, 2009). The plan includes
an implementation strategy developed by the Bradford County Conservation District to address
sources of non-point source pollution. The strategy identifies agricultural nutrient management,
stream channel and bank stability, and storm water as key components to addressing non-point
source pollution in the watershed. The PRM Project will directly mitigate impacts from agricultural
activities within the watershed in a manner that is consistent with the recommendations of the
program to exclude livestock from accessing waters of the Commonwealth and improve flood
storage capacity by restoring floodplain wetlands.
Present land use on the Towanda PRM Site is dominated by agricultural activities including
livestock grazing, hay production, and active row crops. Land uses downstream consist of
agriculture punctuated by occasional mid-successional forest stands. The Towanda – Sugar Creek
Watershed Conservation Plan lists the dominant land uses in the Towanda Creek Watershed as
deciduous forest (55.7%) and cropland and pasture (39.5%) (PADCNR, 2009). The Bradford
County Natural Areas Inventory noted that the high plateau in the southern region of Bradford
County (Towanda Creek Watershed) is “one of the highest quality natural areas in the State,”
containing extensive wetlands, seeps, rock outcrops, and waterfalls due to its glaciated history
(PADCNR, 2009). Towanda Creek is located in the PADEP State Water Plan Upper Susquehanna
River Subbasin 4, and is a seasonally stocked trout water known to harbor migratory fish (TSF,
MF) according to section 93.9: Designated Water Uses and Water Quality Criteria of the PA Code
Chapter 93: Water Quality Standards. Towanda Creek ultimately flows through the Susquehanna
Watershed to the Chesapeake Bay. The PA Fish and Boat Commission (PFBC) has identified an
upstream portion of Towanda Creek near the town of Canton as an Approved Trout Water for
Wild Trout Natural Reproduction (PFBC, 2015).
The PRM Site is downstream and approximately 1.3 miles north east of a 91-acre parcel that has
been placed under a conservation easement through the North-central Pennsylvania Conservancy
(PADCNR, 2009). The headwaters location of the site in combination with its proximity to an
upstream preservation site in an area going rapid development due to oil and gas extraction
further underscores the benefits the proposed mitigation will provide to the greater watershed.
The on-site stream, an unnamed tributary (UNT) to Towanda Creek, is designated as a troutstocked and migratory fishery (TSF, MF) according to section 93.9: Designated Water Uses and
Water Quality Criteria of the PA Code Chapter 93: Water Quality Standards. The enhancement of
the degraded tributary on-site represents an opportunity to improve and protect this TSF, MF
resource and its larger watershed.

4.0 Site Protection Instrument(s)
The PRM Project will be protected by a declaration of restrictive covenant in advance of the
proposed activities outlined in this mitigation plan, ensuring the long-term protection of the site.
The site protection instrument will be recorded within 60 days in the county courthouse after
USACE/PADEP approval, with subsequent approval from the Permittee to move forward with
mitigation. A copy of the site protection instrument to be filed upon permit approval is included
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as Appendix B: Site Protection Instrument. The site protection instrument restricts activities that
are incompatible with the objectives of the PRM.
FPR will act as the initial long-term steward unless another qualified, watershed-focused, entity
is willing to assume long-term stewardship responsibilities. FPR’s heirs, assigns, or purchasers will
be responsible for protecting lands contained within the PRM Site in perpetuity in accordance with
the terms of the PRM plan, unless the lands are transferred or sold to a local, state, or federal
resource agency or non-profit conservation organization.
Should a trustworthy, willing third-party conservation easement holder wish to protect the PRM
Project site in perpetuity, they will have the option to transfer the deed of restrictive covenant
into a conservation easement as part of the easement transfer. Entrusting the PRM to a thirdparty conservation easement holder may commence only when FPR, the Permittee, and the
agencies have mutually concluded that the PRM has achieved all of its objectives and sufficiently
satisfied performance standards, as described in Section 9: Performance Standards.

5.0 Baseline Data
Baseline site investigations were conducted to develop an appropriate functional mitigation plan
for the Towanda PRM Project. These baseline site investigations yielded a significant amount of
existing condition project information including, but not limited to:
•

Wetland and waterbody delineation including global positioning satellite (GPS) data
collection of the easement boundary and of the delineated environmental features
(Appendix D: Preliminary Jurisdictional Waters of the U.S. Delineation Package);

•

Flora community composition data;

•

Land steward interviews relative to historical and present site conditions including
land use practices;

•

Extensive photo and field note documentation (Appendix C: Representative Site
Photographs and Photograph Location Map);

•

General documentation of site conditions including constraints, access, potential
staging areas, and a resulting plan for probable construction sequencing; and

•

Functions and Values Assessment Based on the USACE Highway Methodology
Workbook Supplement (USACE, 1993) (Appendix F: Wetland Functions and Values
Assessment Forms).

5.1

Land Use

According to national land cover data, the Chippewa easement is comprised primarily of woody
wetlands, deciduous forest and smaller areas of hay fields/pasture. The Saddle easement is
comprised of hay fields/pasture and cultivated crops with several small areas of deciduous forest.
The current degraded conditions of the on-site wetland areas and stream channel make this an
attractive site from a mitigation perspective. Since prior to 1938, the Chippewa Swamp easement
area has been maintained in a mid-successional forested state, and the Saddle Swamp easement
area has been actively farmed and grazed (Appendix A, Figure 4A: 1939 Historic Aerial Map,
Figure 4B: 1959 Historic Aerial Map, and Figure 4C: 1969 Historic Aerial Map). Environmental
resources on-site have been and continue to be degraded through anthropogenic alterations
including historic and current agricultural activities (i.e., direct livestock access, logging, and
grazing and hay production), the placement of drain tiles, and the planting and maintenance of
Rev.2 April 2017
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non-native pasture grasses such as fescue. Land use downstream include agriculture and forested
uses.

5.2

Soils

The U.S. Department of Agriculture Natural Resource Conservation Service (USDA-NRCS) soils
database identified both hydric and non-hydric soils on-site. The NRCS soils map identifies six
distinct soil series/complexes within the Towanda PRM Site. Of the six soils types identified, five
are categorized as having hydric characteristics in Bradford County. The identified soils and
summary attributes are included below. The mapped locations of the hydric and partially hydric
soils are shown in Appendix A, Figure 5: Hydric Soils Map.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chippewa silt loam (CpA): poorly drained and very poorly drained, 0-3%
slopes, located in upland depressions
Chippewa silt loam (CpB): poorly drained and very poorly drained, 3-8%
slopes, located on concave hillsides below abrupt slope changes
Lordstown channery silt loam (LoC): well drained, 8-15% slopes, located
on knolls, ridges, and upper hillsides
Mardin channery silt loam (MaC): moderately well drained, 8-15% slopes,
located on convex hilltops and upper and middle hillsides
Volusla channery silt loam (VoB): somewhat poorly drained, 3-8% slopes,
located on concave hillsides and benches and on hilltops
Volusla channery silt loam (VoC): somewhat poorly drained, 8-15% slopes,
located on concave hillsides and benches and on hilltops

Field analysis indicated that hydric soils were dominant within the limits of the PRM Site and were
found within wetland and some marginal upland areas identified onsite. The hydric soils observed
were somewhat variable and met either the histosol or the depleted matrix hydric soil indictor.
Histosols were observed from 0-16 inches depth at one sample point in the Chippewa Swamp
easement area, and the remaining depleted matrix soils exhibited low chroma matrix colors with
bright concentrations, which are characteristic of reducing anaerobic conditions associated with
the formation of hydric soils. Soil textures of these hydric soils included silt, clay, and silty clay.
Indicators of hydrology included surface water, a high water table, saturation within the upper
12 inches of the soil surface, inundation visible on aerial imagery, water-stained leaves, hydrogen
sulfide odor, drainage patterns, and oxidized rhizospheres on living roots.

5.3

Wetlands & Waterways

Appendix A, Figure 6: Topographic Map shows the topographic contours and elevations across
the PRM Site. Appendix A, Figure 7: Drainage Area Map, shows the contributing and cumulative
drainage areas that contribute to the hydrology of the Towanda PRM Site. Three separate subdrainages contribute to the hydrology on the PRM Site – one draining to the Chippewa easement,
and two draining to the Saddle easement, as shown on Appendix A, Figure 7: Drainage Area
Map. Appendix D: Preliminary Waters of the U.S. Delineation Package provides the wetland
report and discusses baseline site condition with respect to wetland and stream resources. A
summary of site resources is provided below in Table 2: Summary of Site Resources.
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Table 2: Summary of Site Resources
Resource Type

Baseline Resources

Total Acres
Uplands

36.93
22.28
2.22
4.38
8.05
14.65
66.77
66.77

Wetlands
(Acres)

Streams
(Linear Feet)

5.3.1

PEM
PSS
PFO
TOTAL
Perennial
Intermittent
Ephemeral
TOTAL

W etlands

A wetland delineation performed by Rettew Associates, Inc. (Rettew) in November and December
2014 identified the presence of approximately 1.80 acres of Palustrine Emergent (PEM) wetland,
4.36 acres of Palustrine Scrub Shrub (PSS) wetland, and 8.05 acres of Palustrine Forested (PFO)
wetland within the 36.93-acre conservation easement (Appendix A, Figure 8: Existing Conditions
Map). Rettew performed a wetland verification in November 2015 with the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers Baltimore District, which resulted in an adjustment to the boundaries and acreages of
several PEM Wetland areas, as detailed in Appendix D: Preliminary Waters of the U.S. Delineation
Package, Exhibit 1: JD Adjustment Map. The Baltimore District approved this adjustment in the
field; the approved preliminary jurisdictional determination is pending. This adjustment resulted
in a total delineated PEM wetland acreage of 2.22, a total PSS wetland acreage of 4.38 acres,
and total wetland acreage of 14.65, as detailed in Table 2: Summary of Site Resources.
The majority of the site’s hydrology originates from drainages surrounding the Chippewa and
Saddle easement areas. One drainage area feeds the Chippewa easement area and two
contributing drainages provide hydrology to the Saddle easement area, as shown in Appendix A,
Figure 7: Drainage Area Map. The primary sources of hydrology to the Chippewa easement area
are groundwater, and headwaters and PEM wetland swales within the surrounding upland forests,
whereas the Saddle Swamp wetlands are fed primarily by hillside seeps.
Dominant vegetation within the Chippewa Swamp wetland areas included red maple (Acer
rubrum) in the tree stratum, highbush blueberry (Vaccinium corymbosum) in the shrub stratum,
Dominant vegetation
and ostrich fern (Matteuccia struthiopteris) in the herbaceous stratum.
within the Saddle Swamp wetlands included white ash (Fraxinus americana), red maple (Acer
rubrum), and sugar maple (Acer saccharum) in the tree stratum, highbush blueberry (Vaccinium
corymbosum), gray alder (Alnus incana) saplings, white ash saplings (Fraxinus americana),
Russian olive (Elaeagnus agustifolia), and steeplebush (Spiraea tomentosa) in the shrub stratum,
and reed canary grass (Phalaris arundinacea), soft rush (Juncus effusus), and woolgrass (Scirpus
cyperinus) in the herbaceous stratum. The presence of allelopathic grass and stress from grazing
and mowing have altered the plant community by outcompeting native hydrophytic vegetation.
As a result of the continued livestock grazing and hay production, the PRM Project site remains
in a degraded state.
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Assessment of Wetland Functions and Values

The United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Highway Methodology Workbook
Supplement: Wetland Functions and Values (Supplement, 1993) was used to evaluate the

functions and values of the wetlands at the PRM site. The USACE Highway Supplement, which is
primarily used by the USACE, is a qualitative approach to describing the physical characteristics
of and identifying the functions and values exhibited by a wetland. The approach to applying
functions and values to the impacted wetlands and the mitigation wetlands was agreed upon
between the USACE, PADEP, Transco and FPR during the Clean Water Act Section 404 and 401
and Chapter 105 PreApplication Meeting held on March 17, 2015. The Wetland Function-Value
Evaluation Form from the USACE Highway Supplement was used to document the existing
functions and values of PRM Site in order to capture the anticipated ecological lift the site will
experience as a result of the mitigation project. These forms are included as Appendix F: Wetland
Functions and Values Assessment Forms. The proposed improvements to baseline wetland
functions and values and the replacement of impaired functions and values is further discussed
in Section 6: Determination of Mitigation Needs.
5.3.2 W aterw ays
Stream delineation by Rettew Associates, Inc. identified 66.77 linear feet of intermittent stream
channel within the Saddle easement area, including a 27.93 lf segment on the northern border
of the easement and 38.85 linear lf segment along the southwestern edge of the easement
(Appendix A, Figure 8: Existing Conditions Map). These streams originate from small headwaters
adjacent to the Saddle easement. Due to anthropogenic alterations, the majority of onsite stream
channel exists in a degraded condition. The majority of the riparian corridor in the Saddle
easement area consists of active and fallow agricultural fields that are largely lacking both tree
and shrub layers. There is an existing agricultural crossing (ford) located in the southwestern
portion of the Saddle Swamp easement area (Appendix A, Figure 9: Resource Development Map).
This crossing currently is causing siltation and erosion within wetland W-2, and requires
improvements as further discussed in Section 6.0: Determination of Mitigation Needs.

5.4

Uplands

The site includes a total of 22.28 acres of uplands within the Chippewa Swamp and Saddle Swamp
easements. Dominant upland vegetation within the Chippewa Swamp easement included red
maple (Acer rubrum), black cherry (Prunus serotina), and red oak (Quercus rubra) in the tree
stratum and red maple (Acer rubrum) and mountain laurel (Kalmia latifolia) in the shrub stratum,
and reed canary grass (Phalaris arundinacea) in the herbaceous stratum. Dominant upland
vegetation within the Saddle Swamp easement included white ash (Fraxinus Americana) and
sugar maple (Acer saccharum) in the tree stratum, Autumn olive (Elaegnus angustifolia) and
multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora) in the shrub stratum, and orchard grass (Dactylis glomerata),
Kentucky blue grass (Poa pratensis), and Queen Ann’s lace (Daucus carota) in the herbaceous
stratum. The upland areas within the Saddle Swamp easement currently include a mixture of
row crop and pasture/hay field, which will be fully restored from an agricultural state, and will be
seeded with native meadow mix and planted with native trees and shrubs as described in Section
7.3: Upland Restoration Sequence. Uplands within the Chippewa Swamp easement are primarily
forested, with a small area of upland pasture/hay field, which will be restored through planting
and seeding. All upland areas will be permanently protected under the site protection instrument,
included as Appendix B: Site Protection Instrument.
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5.5

Jurisdictional Agency Consultation

5.5.1

Rare, Threatened and/ or Endangered Species

A PA Natural Diversity Index Environmental Review (PNDI) was completed on December 12,
2014. PNDI records indicate that there are no known impacts to threatened and endangered
and/or special concern species or resources under jurisdiction of the PA Game Commission (PGC),
the PA Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (PADCNR), the PA Fish and Boat
Commission (PFBC), and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), within the PRM Site.
Effective May 4, 2015, the USFWS listed the Northern Long-eared Bat as a threatened species
under the Endangered Species Act, rendering PNDI results prior to the effective date invalid. RES
completed an updated PNDI review on May 11, 2015. Updated PNDI records did not indicate any
changes in the previous results from December 12, 2014. The PNDI search was again renewed
on March 21, 2017. The updated PNDI receipt indicates that no further consultations with the
jurisdictional agencies are required. The updated PNDI Receipt is provided in Appendix E:
Jurisdictional Agency Coordination.
5.5.2

Cultural R esources

Circa-Cultural Resources Management LLC. completed a desktop analysis and field assessment to
determine if any potential cultural, historical, or archaeological resources may be located within
the PRM Site. The results of these assessments were compiled into a summary report that was
submitted with a cultural resource notice (CRN) form to the PA Historical Museum Commission
(PHMC) Bureau of Historic Preservation (BHP) on Friday April 2, 2015. In a letter dated May 8,
2015, the PHMC indicated that although there may be above ground historic properties within the
Project area, no effects on these resources are anticipated as a result of the PRM Project activities.
A copy of this correspondence is provided in Appendix E. Jurisdictional Agency Coordination.

6.0 Determination of Mitigation Needs
FPR evaluated the functions and values of the impacted PSS and PFO wetlands for comparison to
the pre- and post-restoration functions and values of the PRM Site, and applied a ratio-based
method to ensure that the PRM Site will provide sufficient acreages of mitigation to meet the
functional replacement needs of the Project. This section discusses functional impacts and
proposed functional uplift, Project impacts and proposed mitigation.

6.1

Functional Impacts and Proposed Functional Uplift

The wetland functions and values assessments performed at the Project impact locations and the
Towanda PRM Site indicate that the mitigation site, once restored, will replace the primary
functions and values impacted as a result of the Project by providing improved wildlife habitat,
flood flow alteration, and nutrient removal/retention at high levels. The restored PRM Site will
also provide two additional functions and values – groundwater recharge/discharge and
sediment/toxicant removal. The function and values evaluation forms completed for the impact
locations and the PRM Site are provided in Appendix F: Wetland Functions and Values Assessment
Forms. Table 3: Functional Assessment Summary, below lists the functions and values that were
assessed at the Project impact locations within Susquehanna County, as well as pre-restoration
and post-restoration functions and values for the Towanda PRM Site.
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Site
Location
Project
Impact
Locations
Towanda
Creek PRM
Site Chippewa
Swamp

Towanda
Creek PRM
Site –
Saddle
Swamp

Table 3: Functional Assessment Summary
Pre-Project
Functions and Values
Principal
Function
Flood Flow Alteration
Yes

Post-Project
Principal
Function
No

Nutrient Removal

Yes

No

Wildlife Habitat

Yes

No

Groundwater Recharge/Discharge

No

Yes

Flood Flow Alteration

Yes

Yes

Sediment/Toxicant Retention

No

Yes

Nutrient Removal

No

Yes

Wildlife Habitat
Groundwater Recharge/Discharge

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Flood Flow Alteration

No

Yes

Sediment/Toxicant Retention

Yes

Yes

Nutrient Removal

No

Yes

Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

No

Yes

Wildlife Habitat

No

Yes

According to the USACE Highway Supplement for identifying wetland functions and values, the
Chippewa Swamp easement is suitable for seven functions and values (Appendix F: Wetland
Function and Values Assessment Forms). However, given the current presence of invasive species
in the Chippewa Swamp wetlands and immediate surrounding upland area, only three of those
functions and values – flood flow alteration, nutrient removal, and wildlife habitat - are considered
principal functions. Following the proposed enhancement and preservation of the Chippewa
Swamp easement, it is anticipated that this area will be suitable for eight functions and values,
of which five will be performing at principal levels (Appendix F: Wetland Function and Values
Assessment Forms). The functions and values assessment showed that the Saddle Swamp
easement is suitable for eight functions and values (Appendix F: Wetland Function and Values
Assessment Forms). However, given the current degradation in the Saddle Swamp wetlands,
stream channel, and immediate surrounding upland area, only three of those functions and values
– groundwater recharge/discharge, sediment/toxicity retention, and nutrient removal – are
considered principal functions. Following the proposed restoration activities, it is anticipated that
the Saddle Swamp easement area will be suitable for eight functions and values, of which six will
be performing at principal levels (Appendix F: Wetland Function and Values Assessment Forms).

6.2

Project Impacts

Construction of the Project will result in 0.44 acre of wetland impact in Susquehanna County. Of
the 0.44 acre of wetland impact, 0.02 acre is EV PSS, 0.14 acre is non-EV PFO, and 0.28 acre is
EV PFO impact. No non-EV PSS wetland impacts are anticipated in Susquehanna County. A
breakdown of the impact calculations and required mitigation summary is provided below in Table
4: Susquehanna County - Required Mitigation Summary.
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Once the functions and values of the impacted PSS and PFO wetlands were evaluated and
compared to the pre- and post-restoration functions and values of the PRM Site, FPR applied a
ratio-based method to ensure that the PRM Site will provide sufficient acreages of mitigation to
meet the functional replacement needs of the Project. See Table 4: Susquehanna County Required Mitigation Summary for the mitigation acreage calculations based on the impact ratios
for EV and non-EV PSS and PFO impacts discussed with the PADEP and USACE during multiple
pre-application meetings. The PRM Site will not only replace the three primary functions and
values that will be impacted as a result of the Project (wildlife habitat, flood flow alteration, and
nutrient removal/retention), but will provide additional primary functions and values
(groundwater recharge and sediment/toxicant retention) while providing mitigation beyond the
required compensatory acreages, as shown on Table 4: Susquehanna County - Required
Mitigation Summary, below.
The total mitigation needed accounts for 0.01-acre of proposed permanent impact to PEM
Wetland W-2 within the Saddle Swamp easement area as a result of proposed
upgrades/improvements to a permanent agricultural crossing at the PRM Site.

Table 4: Susquehanna County – Required Mitigation Summary
Wetland
Type

Impact Acreage
(Susquehanna County)

Mitigation
Ratio
(X:1)

Total Mitigation
Needed

EV PFO

0.28

2.5

0.70

Non-EV PFO

0.14

2.0

0.28

EV PSS

0.02

1.75

0.04

Non-EV PSS

0.00

1.5

0.00

Total

0.44

-

1.02*

Total Mitigation
Available

4.67

*Note – The PRM Site Mitigation Total accounts for the 0.01 acre of proposed permanent impact to PEM
Wetland W-2 within the Saddle Swamp easement area as a result of proposed upgrades/improvements to a
permanent agricultural crossing at the PRM Site.

6.3

Proposed Mitigation

Appendix A, Figure 9: Resource Development Map shows the proposed restoration activities for
the Towanda Site. The Towanda PRM Project will establish the following resource types in the
amounts presented in Table 5: Wetland Mitigation Summary By Approach Type, below. As
detailed in Table 5: Wetland Mitigation Summary By Approach Type, the PRM Site will include
stream restoration that will serve to benefit the greater Towanda Creek watershed. The PRM
Project will preserve 8.05 acres of PFO wetlands within the Chippewa easement. While the USACE
recognizes preservation credits, the PADEP does not and therefore PFO preservation was not
included in the final mitigation acreage total. In conjunction with the proposed wetland
mitigation, the Towanda PRM Project will provide 66.77 linear feet of stream enhancement.
Because the Project does not have any stream impacts requiring mitigation, the stream
restoration will provide additional uplift at the PRM Site above and beyond the wetland mitigation
acreages required to compensate for impacts associated with the Project.
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Table 5: Wetland Mitigation Summary By Approach Type
Mitigation
Approach

Wetland
Type

Site
(Acres)

Mitigation
Ratio

Mitigation
(Acres)

Re-establishment

PFO

1.38

1:1

1.371

Enhancement

PFO

6.60

2:1

3.30

Preservation only

PFO

8.052

-

-

Upland Enhancement

Upland

20.90

-

-

TOTALS

-

36.93

-

4.67

Mitigation Needed
in Susquehanna
County (Acres)

1.02

Notes:
1 – The Mitigation Acreage Total accounts for 0.01 acre of proposed permanent impact to PEM Wetland W-2 within
the Saddle Swamp easement area as a result of proposed upgrades/improvements to a permanent agricultural crossing
at the PRM Site. This proposed impact has been deducted from the Mitigation Acreage Total.
2 - The PRM Project will preserve 8.05 acres of PFO wetlands within the Chippewa easement. While the USACE
recognizes preservation as mitigation at a ratio of 6.66:1, the PADEP does not and therefore PFO preservation was not
included in the final mitigation acreage total.

7.0 Mitigation Work Plan
Table 6: Pre- and Post-Restoration Resources, provides a summary of the pre- and postrestoration resources for the PRM Site. A discussion of the proposed restoration approach follows.
The restoration approach will noticeably improve the functions and values of restoration site. By
following the USACE Highway Supplement for identifying wetland functions and values, it was
determined that the Chippewa Swamp easement is suitable for seven functions and values
(Appendix F: Wetland Function and Values Assessment Forms). However, given the current
presence of invasive species in the Chippewa Swamp wetlands and immediate surrounding upland
area, only three of those functions and values – flood flow alteration, nutrient removal, and
wildlife habitat - are considered principal functions. Following the proposed enhancement and
preservation of the Chippewa Swamp easement, it is anticipated that this area will be suitable for
eight functions and values, of which five will be performing at principal levels (Appendix F:
Wetland Function and Values Assessment Forms). The functions and values assessment showed
that the Saddle Swamp easement is suitable for eight functions and values (Appendix F: Wetland
Function and Values Assessment Forms). However, given the current degradation in the Saddle
Swamp wetlands, stream channel, and immediate surrounding upland area, only three of those
functions and values – groundwater recharge/discharge, sediment/toxicity retention, and nutrient
removal – are considered principal functions. Following the proposed restoration activities, it is
anticipated that the Saddle Swamp easement area will be suitable for eight functions and values,
of which six will be performing at principal levels (Appendix F: Wetland Function and Values
Assessment Forms).
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Table 6: Pre- and Post-Restoration Resources
Resource Type

Pre-Restoration Resources

Post-Restoration Resources

Total Acres

36.93

36.93

Uplands

22.28
2.22

20.90

4.38

-

PEM
Wetlands
(Acres)

Streams
(Linear Feet)

7.1

PSS
PFO

8.05

16.03

Total

14.65

16.03

Perennial

-

-

Intermittent

66.77

66.77

Ephemeral

-

-

Total

66.77

66.77

Wetland Restoration Approach

Development of the PRM will result in the re-establishment, enhancement, and preservation of
16.03 acres of wetland habitat. Specifically, 1.38 acres of wetland will be re-established, 6.60
acres of wetland will be enhanced, and 8.05 acres of wetlands will be preserved. Appendix G:
Design Plan, contains the grading, erosion and sediment control, and planting plans for the site.
The wetland re-establishment will occur in areas adjacent to the existing wetlands at Saddle
Swamp. The areas identified for grading have hydric soil indicators showing they historically
would have been part of the headwaters wetlands. Since this area has been actively farmed for
long periods of time, the soils are highly disturbed and it is difficult to determine where historic
wetland boundaries would have been, however the project designer used their experience and
best professional judgment to determine the wetland re-establishment areas. Farming activities,
such as yearly discing, and associated soil erosion tend to slump soil off of steeper convex hill
slope areas into the toe of slope concave areas where the eroded sediment settles out. The
grading is intended to remove this accumulated soil from the relatively flat valley bottom back
towards the concave toe of slopes, re-establishing grades consistent with the grades of the
existing wetland resources. This should ensure the re-established headwaters depressional
wetlands have adequate hydrology while also optimizing storm water infiltration and storage in
this headwaters system.
Wetland enhancement activities at Saddle Swamp will exclude current grazing and farming
activities, and focus on the control of non-native Eurasian pasture grasses and mutliflora rose
(Rosa multiflora). The areas will then be seeded with a broad spectrum facultative-obligate
wetland seed mix to encompass the broad range of micro-topographic variation within the
enhancement areas. The enhancement areas at Chippewa Swamp are a mix of PEM and PSS
wetlands, which will be planted with native woody material. These areas do not have large
quantities of invasive species, so initial invasive species control around Chippewa Swamp will be
minimal.

7.2

Wetland Restoration Sequence

Depending on project approval and permitting timeframes, construction will be conducted in the
late spring or early summer when conditions are slightly drier and more favorable for wetland
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construction. As this is a small construction project, it can be completed during a relatively short
window of dry weather. This will allow for construction to be done during an optimal time, while
also leaving enough of the later spring and early summer growing season for the native seed and
plant material to begin to establish before the onset of drier summer weather. If construction
pushes into the late summer, areas constructed during the appropriate seeding window will have
native seed installed, however the remaining seed and plant material will be held for a fall
installation after temporary stabilization occurs.
For construction, all initial perimeter erosion and sediment control materials will be installed. Rock
construction entrances will be established to prevent tracking soil and sediment onto roadways.
Haul roads will be established to gain access into the site and improved through grading and rock
where necessary. Compost filter sock will be installed along haul roads to prevent washout of
sediment into the wetland and streams. An existing agricultural crossing on the south end of
Saddle will be installed as a permanent crossing as specified in the details (Appendix G: Design
Plan) to provide access to both sides of the site. The topsoil within the wetland re-establishment
area will be stripped and stockpiled and the area will be constructed to grade. Upon final
placement of the topsoil the ground will be scarified to create beneficial micro-topography, and
to prepare the area for seeding. After all earthwork is completed the area will be seeded with a
cover crop to achieve temporary stabilization. The permanent native seed matrix will be installed
through hand broadcasting in bare soil areas and covered with an erosion control blanket. In
wetland enhancement areas, native seed will be installed with a no-till drill seeder to ensure
proper seed to soil contact.
Following the installation of the permanent native seed mix and erosion control blanket, the tree
and shrub plant material will be installed. The initial tree installation effort will occur with specific
species planted in areas best suited for their particular hydrologic needs (see the Planting Plan
within Appendix G: Design Plan). In areas where it is deemed applicable, smaller tree material
may be installed at the center of a cluster of shrubby species. As the shrubs establish, they will
protect the smaller tree material from browse. The woody material installed will be a mix of bareroot plant material, in addition to larger trees approximately 5 to 6-feet in height, and at an
approximate 80 percent/20 percent ratio, respectively.
Woody plant material will receive a mycorrhizal inoculation at the time of planting, and Repellex
tablets will be installed in the planting holes. Plant survival within the first year is directly
proportional to meeting water and nutrient needs of the plants, and the inoculant will provide
fungal associations that increase the bare root trees’ abilities to take in water and nutrients. The
Repellex tablets are a systemic capsaicin product that get absorbed into the plant. When
mammals such as deer, mice, and rabbits feed upon the plant, they will taste hot pepper,
deterring them from further feeding. These tablets are good for 12-18 months until reapplication,
providing long term deterrent from herbivores.

7.3

Upland Restoration Sequence

The upland agricultural areas around Saddle Swamp with Eurasian pasture grasses will first be
treated with a chemical herbicide to remove the non-native pasture grasses, and will then be reseeded with a native warm season grass and wildflower seed mix. Seed within these upland areas
will be installed with a no-till drill seeder. Upland seeded areas will also have a mycorrhizal
inoculant installed to the entire seeded area. Due to previous agricultural disturbance to the land,
the mycorrhizal balance had been disrupted. Providing for an overall inoculant at the time of
seeding will allow for faster germination and establishment of the native seed matrix. After
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seeding activities are completed, native trees and shrubs will be installed. Trees planted within
the uplands will also receive a fungal inoculant specific to the tree species, along with the Repellex
tablets as highlighted within the wetland tree planting plan (Appendix G: Design Plan). Planting
in upland areas will occur in offset rows to allow for maintenance between the planted areas.
Offsetting the rows allows for a uniform planting and ease of maintenance, but it also provides a
more natural look to the planting when viewed from different angles as opposed to a strict grid
pattern. When one stands within a planted row, it appears as if the trees are in a straight line.
However, if one would take a few steps to the side, the offset pattern at a slightly different sight
angle makes the planting appear more natural.
Based upon the time of year that permits are approved and restoration activities begin, if seeding
occurs later in the spring seeding window (late May), planting may be pushed to the fall or the
following spring to ensure the planted trees and shrubs are installed in a window where they will
have adequate rainfall to establish prior to mid-summer low rain periods. The woody material
installed will be a mix of bare-root plant material, in addition to larger trees approximately 5 to
6-feet in height, and at an approximate 80 percent/20 percent ratio, respectively.
It is anticipated that a number of the smaller sized tree material will be lost to herbivory from
local deer and other natural causes. This will be documented during the annual monitoring
periods. After the first year, the mortality from smaller trees and shrubs that have been installed
will be used to determine replanting needs for the second year of the project. The replanting will
occur in a random pattern within the original gridded matrix to eliminate the appearance of
planted “rows” and return the site to its natural condition (Appendix G: Design Plan). Deer
deterrents including natural sprays with scents which elicit a fear response in deer and systemic
capsaicin tablets will be the primary method used for protecting trees and shrubs from herbivory;
tree tubes will not be used.
Early on this area will represent an early successional habitat, dominated by native prairie
vegetation. Over time as the woody vegetation establishes and matures, the area will transition
into a woodland-meadow mix, and then finally reach its climax community as a fully forested
riparian buffer. This transition will reduce both sediment and nutrient loads entering the wetlands
for the active upland agricultural areas. It will reduce stormwater peak rates by increasing
infiltration, and will support the long-term function of the restored wetland areas.

7.4

Stream Enhancement Sequence

The 66 linear feet of the stream on-site will be planted with live stakes as a part of construction,
to provide bank stability and vegetation. Live stakes will be installed in two rows on each side of
the stream, 2-ft on center from each other, resulting in one live stake per linear foot on each side
of the bank. Species being used in the live staking are listed in Appendix G, Design Plans.

8.0 Maintenance Plan
The PRM Site will be monitored and maintained by FPR, as described in Section 10: Monitoring
Requirements. FPR will act as the willing agent to perform all duties associated with satisfying
compensatory mitigation requirements. Through contractual agreement with the Permittee, FPR
will commit to restoring, enhancing, and preserving wetland functions and maintain wetland
habitats in accordance with the provisions in the PRM.
Yearly maintenance will be documented in the annual monitoring reports along with a discussion
of any anticipated maintenance events that will be needed the following year. In general, two to
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three site visits will be conducted annually during the first 3 years to monitor the sites for invasive
species and adapt the yearly maintenance plan as needed based upon these observations.
In general, maintenance will be heaviest during the first 3 years of establishment, and will usually
entail mechanical weed control events, along with two to three chemical control events, all
targeting invasive species. Maintenance will focus on controlling any pockets of invasive species
that might still be present on-site and monitoring for the establishment of any new stands of
invasive species. Control methods will be targeted to deal with the individual species as they are
found and will include both mechanical and chemical control. The Agent projects that by the 4th
and 5th year, the intensity of management efforts required will drop off significantly as the native
plant community will be relatively well established and resilient against the establishment and
encroachment of invasive species.
In the upland areas the primary maintenance technique used will be mowing. Mowing between
the planted tree rows ensures enough light is reaching the newly germinated native seeds,
controls annual weedy species and stops them from re-seeding into the site, helps prevent the
rapid spread of any perennial weedy species that may be present, and ensures enough light is
reaching the newly planted tree and shrub material. Mowing is usually conducted twice a year
during the first two years, and then once a year in year three. By the 4th year, the herbaceous
layer is usually well established, and no longer needs large scale mowing, spot mechanical and
chemical weed control can be used to address any invasive species needs.
The wetland areas are usually to wet to allow mechanical access, and as such tend to need
manual chemical and mechanical weed control. These areas also tend to have less problems with
annual weedy species, but can have more issues with persistent perennial invasive species,
specifically reed canary grass (Phalaris arundinacea). Target weed control applied through spot
application, coupled with mechanical weed control to stop any re-seeding will be the primary
weed control techniques used in the wetland areas.

9.0 Performance Standards
The PADEP and USACE will use the best professional judgment, visual observations, and
monitoring reports to evaluate attainment of performance standards and to determine whether
part or the entire Permittee-Responsible Mitigation (PRM) Site has successfully met the conditions
of the permit. The following criteria will be used to assess project success:
1. In the vegetated wetland re-establishment and enhancement areas, success will be evaluated
by:
a. Wetland hydrology, defined as saturation of the major part of the root zone (in the upper
12 inches of the soil profile) or ponding upon the soil surface (with a maximum ponding
depth of 18 inches) for at least 12.5% of the growing season measured in days, must be
achieved. For the purpose of this determination, the growing season is defined as the
period in which temperatures are expected to be above 28°F in 5 out of 10 years in
Bradford County or the period during which the soil temperature in a wetland is greater
than biological zero (5°C) at a depth of 50 cm (19.7 inches) if such data are available.
Groundwater hydrology will only be monitored in re-established wetland areas, since all
enhancement areas are already jurisdictionally identified wetland resources with
confirmed wetland hydrology.
b. Tree and shrub plant density in forested and scrub-shrub wetland areas of at least 400
living woody stems per acre will be maintained until canopy coverage of woody species is
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greater than 30%. Stem counts will include all established stems (both planted and
volunteer individuals). The minimum specification of 400 woody stems per acre may be
adjusted when appropriate to achieve the project goals based on a reference condition
for wetland areas. If warranted, any density specification adjustments would require
USACE and PADEP approval prior to implementation.
c. Once canopy cover exceeds 30%, woody species counts in those areas may cease.
d. Invasive herbaceous plant coverage will not exceed 20% during Year 1 monitoring, 15%
during Year 2 monitoring, and 10% each year thereafter. Any seeds used for plant
establishment should and will be free of tall fescue, Bermuda grass, and other allelopathic
turf grass species, as well as plant species on the PA Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources (DCNR) Invasive Plant list (PADCNR, 2014).
e. Native non-invasive herbaceous plant coverage will be at least 60% by the end of the 1st
growing season, and at least 85% each monitoring year thereafter. Any seeds used for
plant establishment should and will be free of tall fescue, Bermuda grass, and other
allelopathic turf grass species, as well as plant species on the PADCNR Invasive Plant List.
f.

2.

Until canopy coverage exceeds 30%, the average height of all woody stems of tree
species, including volunteers, must increase by not less than an average of 10% per year
by the 7th (Year 7 following construction) monitoring year. As an alternative standard,
the 7th year monitoring report (Year 7) will contain documentation that all vegetation is
healthy and thriving and the average tree height of all established and surviving trees is
at least 8 feet in height.
In the vegetated upland restoration areas, success will be evaluated by:
No individual areas larger than 1/8 acre in size beyond that identified in the
baseline evaluation may be made up by invasive species such as identified on the
Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (PADCNR)
Invasive Plant List. Any deviation from this standard must be agreed upon by the
regulating agencies.

10.0 Monitoring Requirements
FPR will monitor the PRM Site to demonstrate compliance with the Performance Standards
detailed in Section 9: Performance Standards. Monitoring will follow the guidelines established
below:
1. Visual Description. Visual descriptions will be provided for the entire site, and used to
evaluate the upland restoration area performance standards based on a visual estimate
of invasive species presence. Photos will be taken at the permanent photo location points,
and at each wetland monitoring plot with each monitoring report by the collection of
ground level photographs, taken facing north, south, east and west, from stations located
adjacent to each vegetation plot. The same permanent photo location points will be used
post-restoration as have been provided with this PRM plan to allow for pre and post
restoration comparisons.
2. Hydrology. Wetland hydrology will be monitored in wetland re-establishment areas using
one Onset HOBO U20 water level data logger in each wetland monitoring plot. These
water level data loggers continually record sub-surface water elevations within the
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wetland areas. For each monitoring report, a minimum of either 60 days of continuous
automated monitoring, or eight consecutive weekly measurements will be provided during
the growing season to demonstrate achievement of the hydrology performance criterion
(actual monitoring may be of longer duration, as needed, to obtain proof of wetland
hydrology).
3. Vegetation.
Immediately following initial planting, FPR will establish permanent
monitoring stations for wetlands within the wetland re-establishment and enhancement
areas. Two plots per acre will be installed in re-establishment areas (3 total), and one
plot per acre will be established in enhancement areas (7 total). No vegetative monitoring
will be done in preservation areas. Stations will be marked using 8-foot PVC pipe anchored
with a metal T-post at plot center and GPS coordinates will be recorded. A map depicting
monitoring station locations is provided as Appendix A, Figure 10: Monitoring Location
Map. At each monitoring station, yearly woody and herbaceous vegetation will be
monitored. Woody vegetation will be monitored in a 30-foot by 30-foot plot, while
herbaceous vegetation will be monitored in a 5-foot by 5-foot plot, per USACE delineation
methodology. Permanent monitoring stations will provide data to evaluate the survival
rate of planted vegetation including number, species and growth rates (average heights
and diameter). In addition to planted seedlings, reports will include the number by species
of volunteering trees, shrubs, and woody vines. Reports will also reflect information
regarding herbaceous plant specie (collected in sub-plots using Daubenmire frames) the
wetland plant status (scaled from obligate (OBL) to upland (UPL)) of each and the number
by species of exotic/noxious species. Upland areas will be visually evaluated for invasive
species presence, and invasive species area estimated and recorded in the yearly
monitoring report.
Monitoring activities will occur during the growing season, and at least once during the 1st, 2nd,
3rd, 4th, and 5th, 6th, and 7th growing seasons following completion of construction activities,
including planting. The first monitoring year will be the determined as the first full growing season
following the completion of construction. Monitoring will adhere to the following schedules:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

For any year in which planting was conducted, monitoring of woody vegetation will take
place no earlier than September or at least 6 months following panting.
Monitoring of vegetation (herbaceous and woody species) will be conducted during the
growing season.
If all Success Criteria (Appendix J) have not been met in the 7th year, then a monitoring
report will be required for each consecutive year until two sequential annual reports
indicate that all criteria have been successfully satisfied.
Submittal of a final monitoring report (typically prepared the 7th growing season following
completion of construction activities, including planting) will be required.

As-Built Survey and Report
Following construction, FPR will complete an as-built survey and report depicting the completed
portions of the PRM Site and describing in detail any substantial deviations from the approved
design plans. The Permittee agrees to submit the as-built report to the regulating agencies within
60 days following completion of the construction for the PRM Site.
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Annual Monitoring Reports
FPR will submit a monitoring report to the PADEP and USACE by December 31 of the year
monitoring occurs. The monitoring report will include all data collected from the year’s monitoring
events, which will be used for comparison to the PRM Site’s progress towards the performance
standards found in Section 9: Performance Standards. If the PRM site achieves all of its
performance standards prior to year 7, an early release may be requested from the USACE and
PADEP. Additionally, reports should include a detailed discussion of maintenance and
management activities conducted during that year, along with a proposed maintenance schedule
for the following year based upon the results of the yearly monitoring. The report should also
include discussion of all activities that took place at the site. At a minimum, monitoring reports
also include the following:
•

Photos taken from ground level at each monitoring station and cross section, and from
elevated positions throughout the site to document overall conditions,

•

A description of the general condition of the seedlings, including the number and species
of surviving seedlings in each monitoring station, and a discussion of likely causes for
mortality,

•

A description of vegetative communities developing at each monitoring station,

•

A description of the generalized degree and distribution of exotic/invasive species and
whether they are seed bearing trees or seedlings,

•

Identification of measures to eradicate exotic/invasive species and document results of
these efforts,

•

A general discussion of hydrologic conditions at monitoring stations and cross sections,

•

A description of the condition of any applicable hydrology altering features (low-water
crossings, culverts, ditches, plugs, etc.), and

A corrective action plan or explanation to address any Performance Standards that have not been
achieved if applicable.

11.0 Long-Term Management Plan
To ensure the long-term sustainability of the restoration project, FPR will initially perform
maintenance and long-term management. The Permittee anticipates that these activities will be
minimal as the project is designed to be self-sustaining with limited management activities.
Maintenance will be heaviest during the first 3 years of establishment, and will usually entail
mechanical weed control events, along with two to three chemical control events, all targeting
invasive species. Maintenance will focus on controlling any pockets of invasive species that might
still be present on-site and monitoring for the establishment of any new stands of invasive species.
Control methods will be targeted to deal with the individual species as they are found and will
include both mechanical and chemical control. The Agent projects that by the 4th and 5th year,
the intensity of management efforts required will drop off significantly as the native plant
community will be relatively well established and resilient against the establishment and
encroachment of invasive species.
After performance standards have been successfully attained, annual visual inspections will be
conducted after each growing season to identify any need for invasive species control, additional
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signage, or boundary maintenance. Specific items required as part of a Long-Term Management
Plan are listed below.

Annual Patrols
Walk-through surveys will be conducted annually to qualitatively monitor the general condition of
the habitats on the site. Notes to be made may include observations of species encountered,
water quality, general extent of wetlands and streams, and any occurrences of erosion, structure
failure, or invasive or non-native species establishment. If there are any noted items that require
maintenance, this should be recorded and submitted in a report to the Agencies.

Invasive Species Monitoring
The walk-through survey will include a qualitative assessment (e.g. visual estimate of cover) of
invasive species. If there is a continuous area exceeding 1/8 of an acre containing invasive
species, the Long-Term steward should note this in a report to the agencies and conduct invasive
species control to remove the noted species. Follow up monitoring should be conducted the
following year, with follow up maintenance if needed.

Forestry Management Practices
Any practices to reduce diseased or dead vegetation will be allowed if the vegetation compromises
the long-term viability of the PRM Site.

Trash and Trespass
If needed, trash should be removed and any necessary measures to prevent or repair damage
from vandalism and trespass impacts should be taken.

Enforcement
The Long-term Steward will be responsible for the enforcement of the conservation easement.
FPR will be the initial designated Long-term Steward charged with long-term management and
maintenance responsibility once long-term success criteria as described in each site-specific PRM
Report are attained. FPR may appoint a different Long-term Steward in accordance with 33 CFR
332.7(d)(1). The appointment of such an entity will be approved by the PADEP and/or USACE.

12.0 Adaptive Management Plan
An adaptive management plan including contingency, and remedial responsibilities will be
implemented in the event monitoring reveals that certain performance standards have not been
met. In the event of a deficiency, FPR will provide notice to the PADEP and USACE. The notice
will include an explanation for the deficiency, potential remedial actions that could be undertaken,
an assessment of risks, and an assessment of any adjustments that must be made to the
maintenance and monitoring regime.
Ecological restoration is in its essence the practice of adaptive management. Due to the multitude
of factors that affect a restoration project in a given year, the practitioner needs to be constantly
assessing the site, and reacting to changing conditions as the site develops and matures. Usually,
yearly variations are relatively minor and within the parameters of a given project’s performance
standards. These normal variations are noted through regular site visits, yearly monitoring
reports, and yearly maintenance activities. Occasionally, rare instances arise which bring a project
far outside of the defined range of its performance standards and more intensive remedial action
is required. This adaptive management plan forecasts a few potential situations that would cause
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the proposed PRM Site to be well outside the range of its defined performance standards and
how those instances would be addressed.

Hydrology
Based on the proposed design conditions, the hydrology in the wetland re-establishment areas
should support a wetland community. If a wetland area does not appear to be meeting the
hydrologic requirements, the weather would be evaluated to see if it was a drier than normal
year. If it appears that the weather patterns have been normal, or sufficient enough to provide
adequate hydrology and the area was still not meeting its performance standards, the grading in
the area would be re-surveyed. The survey would be evaluated to see if the area had aggraded,
or if the initial grading elevation was too high. Additionally, wetland conditions in adjacent
wetland areas would be evaluated, to see if there are notable differences between the areas
meeting the performance standards and the area not meeting the performance standards. Based
upon the findings of the survey work, and comparative conditions up valley and down slope, any
remedial grading activities would be conducted as needed.

Vegetation
Based on the anticipated hydrology in the wetland areas at the site, the anticipated wetland
conditions along with the proposed seed mix that was developed for the site will ensure that the
vegetative community that establishes is dominated by wetland plants. If there were an area
that was not developing in this way, the primary failure would likely have to be hydrologic, in
which case refer to “Hydrology” above.

Tree and Shrub Establishment and Growth
Yearly planting densities and annual growth will be monitored as part of the annual monitoring
for the PRM Site. Some mortality is expected in any restoration project. If there were a massive
mortality in any given year, it would most likely be driven by one of two scenarios, drought
conditions or herbivory.
Plantings are conducted either early in the spring or late in fall to allow the trees to establish with
adequate rainfall and start developing their root systems prior to regular summer drought periods.
There is little to no threat of plantings in the wetland areas being affected by drought based upon
the expected hydrology within the restored floodplain systems. Secondly, because bare root
species are being planted, the root systems are also more proportionate to the above ground
biomass, allowing for better establishment. With larger material (#7 container material for
example), the above ground biomass is proportionately larger than it should be for the size root
system the tree has at the time of planting, which can make it more susceptible to drought or
require regular watering through establishment.
To prevent mortality from deer browse, all plantings are sprayed with an all-natural anti-browse
agent, which has shown to drastically reduce browse rates on other FPR projects. This will reduce
the chance of large-scale damage from herbivores.
Maintenance mowing during the first three years will be used in the upland areas to ensure
adequate tree and shrub establishment. The maintenance mowing aids in the establishment of
the herbaceous understory in the uplands, prevents the establishment of weeds, and reduces
competition for the trees during the first two to three years while they establish.
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Lastly, if for some unforeseen reason there was a large-scale impact to the planted tree and shrub
species, and the densities per acre were below the required amount, replanting would be
conducted.

Invasive Species and Native Dominance
If at any point there was an intensive colonization of invasive species, which brought the total
percent of invasive species well above the allowed performance standards, remedial action would
be needed. The management technique used would be dependent on the type of invasive species
colonizing the site (i.e. annual, or perennial, primary reproduction through vegetative spread or
through seed). If the species are annual they can be dealt with through maintenance mowing
and mechanical weed control methods to stop them from re-seeding into the site. After the seed
bank is depleted, they drop out of the vegetative matrix. If they are perennial in nature, chemical
herbicides need to be used; mechanical weed control is still used to stop further spreading
through seed if they are a species that has high germination rates.
Once the invasive species control has begun, additional seeding or planting would need to be
conducted to re-introduce a native plant community into the area of concern. Depending on the
type of invasive (i.e. broad leaf or monocot), replanting and reseeding strategies can be used to
allow for continued chemical control of the invasive species in the area while still allowing the
native species to germinate and develop.
The likelihood of this scenario is low; once established, native plant communities are actually
quite resilient to invasion by invasive species as long as they are not disturbed or impacted.
Invasive species issues on a restoration site tend to be most problematic during the first two
years, because there is bare soil immediately available for germination and colonization
immediately following construction, and there may be invasive species in the existing seed bank
to germinate and establish. As such, maintenance activities are always the most intensive during
the first two to three years to control any invasive species before they establish and expand to
the point where they are problematic.
If the site is not meeting its performance standards for native herbaceous cover, additional
seeding would be conducted. Again, the most important factor for establishing a healthy stand
of upland herbaceous species is proper maintenance during the first two to years of
establishment, specifically mowing in upland areas. This ensures enough light is reaching the
developing seedlings, while also eliminating competition from annual weedy species that may be
trying to colonize the site. In the wetland areas, mowing cannot be conducted, but mechanical
weed control with weed whips can be used. Based on the anticipated hydrology in the wetland
areas at the site, the floodplains will have water within 12 inches of the surface for the majority
of the growing season. These conditions will discourage the growth of the majority of invasive
species and annual weedy species usually seen at a restoration site. The primary invasive species
that would react well to these conditions are reed canary grass (Phalaris arundinacea) and
Phragmites (Phragmites australis). Phragmites spreads primarily through vegetative means, and
has not been seen or documented within the PRM Site and therefore is not a concern. Reed
canary grass is prevalent throughout North America, and will be monitored and controlled if seen
on-site. Once the wetland community is well established, it is largely self-controlling and resistant
to invasive species with minimal maintenance as long as it is not significantly disturbed.
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13.0 Financial Assurances
Performance Bond

FPR will establish a performance bond to ensure that PRM Site construction is completed and all
success criteria are met. A sample performance bond is provided in Appendix H: Performance
Bond. The financial assurance mechanism will be a surety bond for each PRM Site that will cover
construction, maintenance and monitoring costs associated with each PRM Site, and will take
effect 60 days after approval of the joint permit. The performance bonding entity has a rating of
A+ (A.M. Best Ratings, 2010).
Once construction is completed and the as-built plans are approved by the PADEP and USACE,
the bond will be reduced by 70 percent. The remaining 30 percent will be left in place for the life
the PRM Site to cover the PRM Site’s maintenance and monitoring costs. The bond will be closed
once all performance standards are met, and final sign-off on the PRM Site has been provided by
the USACE and PADEP. The following table presents the performance bond release schedule and
target milestones.

Type of
Financial
Instrument
Used

Table 7: Performance Bond Release Schedule and Target Milestones
Project
Phase
Covered

Construction/
Development
Surety
Bond
Maintenance
and
Monitoring

Specific
Items
Covered

Amount
Reduced

Amount
Available

Explanation

Construction

0%

100%

100% of funds remain in-place
until construction is complete

70%

30%

Upon approval of the as-built
design plans, 70% of the Bond
amount is reduced

0%

The remaining 30% of the Bond
will cover Maintenance,
Monitoring and Reporting for the
remaining active phase of the
PRM Site.

Approval of
As-Built
Design
Plans
Year 1-7
Maintenance
and
Monitoring
Reporting

30%

Long-term Stewardship Funding
Prior to construction of the Project, the Permittee will deposit $35,000 into an escrow account to
cover long-term stewardship of the PRM Site. These funds are sufficient to cover the full cost of
long-term stewardship activities for the entire PRM Site. The total sum for this escrow amount
includes all expenses for long-term management and allocates funds for invasive species
management contingency funds.
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UPI: 19-106.00-182-000-000, 19-106.00-183-000-000,
22-106.00-178-000-000, 22-106.00-199-000-000
Municipality: Granville Township
Address: 86 Jennings Road, Canton, PA 17724
DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANT FOR CONSERVATION
This DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS FOR CONSERVATION
relates to an ecological enhancement and restoration project (hereinafter, this “Declaration”) is
made and entered into as of _________ __, 2015 by GREGORY D. JENNINGS and ROBERT
L. JENNINGS with a mailing address at 1209 Blackburn Road, Apex, North Carolina 27502
(“Grantor”).
RECITALS
WHEREAS, Grantor owns in fee simple certain real estate located Bradford County liber
and folio reference Instr. No. 200214090, 200704022, 199905844, & Book 297 Page 1035
consisting of 129.18 acres, more or less, as described more specifically in Exhibit A hereto (the
“Property”); and
WHEREAS, the Grantor has agreed to make a 36.736 acre portion of the Property,
delineated in Exhibit A attached hereto, where certain aquatic resources exist or may be created
and/or enhanced (the “Conservation Area”), subject to this Declaration whose legal description is
attached hereto as Exhibit A; and
WHEREAS, First Pennsylvania Resource (“FPR)” is a Pennsylvania company in the
business of wetland mitigation banking in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania; and
WHEREAS, the Grantor agrees to the creation of the Conservation Area described herein
and intends that the Conservation Area shall be preserved and maintained in perpetuity in an
enhanced and/or natural condition, which condition will include functioning wetlands; and
WHEREAS, under Federal and State law, the Corps has issued Permit No.
____________ and the PADEP has issued Permit No._______________________ (collectively,
the “Permits”) for impacts to waters of the United States and/or the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania expected to result from the creation of the self-sustaining natural aquatic system
located on the Conservation Area; and
WHEREAS, the Grantor agrees and acknowledges that this Declaration, including the
rights authorized to Grantor herein, shall be assignable and transferrable to Grantor’s subsequent
heirs, successors, and assigns.
NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration and in consideration of the
mutually held interests in enhancement and preservation of the environment, as well as the terms,

1

conditions, and restrictions contained herein, and pursuant to the laws of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, Grantor does agree to the following terms and conditions:
A.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Declaration is:
(1)
To preserve, protect, and enhance the native flora, fauna, soils, water
table, aquifer, drainage patterns, wetland resources and other related environmental functions and
values of the Conservation Area;
(2)
To maintain the natural view shed of the Conservation Area in its native,
enhanced, scenic and open condition;
(3)
To assure that the Conservation Area, including its air space, streams and
other aquatic resources on or beneath the Conservation Area, and including, but not limited to,
subsurface aquifers, springs, and the water table, will be maintained in perpetuity in its natural
condition, as that may be enhanced, as provided herein; and
(4)
To prevent any use of the Conservation Area that threatens to or will
impair, interfere with, or otherwise negatively affect its natural resource functions and values.
Grantor intends and agrees that this Declaration will confine the use of the
Conservation Area to such activities as are consistent with the purposes set forth herein.
B.

ACCESS

In order to achieve the purposes of this Declaration, the following rights are created in
accordance with Pennsylvania law [for government entities, use PA Statutes, Title 32, §§ 50515059.]:
(1)
The Grantor shall have the right and acknowledges the right of the
Sponsor, the Corps, the PADEP and other government agencies to enter upon the Property to
inspect the Conservation Area at reasonable times to monitor compliance with this Declaration.
Except in cases of a threat of a physical or public safety emergency, such entry shall, when
practicable, be upon reasonable prior notice to Grantor or its successors and assigns, and such
entry shall not unreasonably interfere with the Grantor’s or its successors’ and assigns’ use and
quiet enjoyment of the Property.
(2)
The Grantor shall each have the right to enter upon the Property to access
the Conservation Area at reasonable times, upon prior notice to the property owner; and upon
notice and written approval by the USACE may take appropriate environmental or conservation
management measures within the Conservation Area consistent with the terms and purposes of
this Declaration, including, but not limited to:
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(a)
(b)

planting of native vegetation (i.e. trees, shrubs, grasses, and forbs);
and
restoring, altering or maintaining the topography, hydrology,
drainage, structural integrity, streambed(s), streambank(s), water
quantity, water quality, any relevant feature of a stream, wetland,
water body, or vegetative buffer within the Conservation Area.

(3)
The Grantor, the Sponsor, the Corps and other government agencies with
appropriate legal authority shall each have the right to enforce the terms of this Declaration by
appropriate legal proceedings [for government entities, use PA Statutes, Title 32, §§ 5051-5059.]
in accordance with applicable law so as to prevent any activity on or use of the Property that is
inconsistent with the purposes of this Declaration and to require the restoration of such areas or
features of the Conservation Area that may be impaired or damaged by an inconsistent activity or
use.
C.

DURATION

This Declaration shall remain in effect in perpetuity, shall run with the land regardless of
ownership or use, and is binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the Grantor’s heirs,
executors, administrators, successors, representatives, devisees, and assigns, as the case may be,
as long as said party shall have any interest in any portion(s) of the Conservation Area.
D.

PERMITTED USES

This Declaration will not prevent the Grantor, or any subsequent owner of the Property
and/or portions of the Property, from making use of the area(s) outside of the Conservation Area
or from uses that are consistent with the purposes of this Declaration.
E.

RESTRICTIONS

Any activity in or use of the Conservation Area that is inconsistent with the purposes of
this Declaration by the Grantor; subsequent property owner(s); and the personal representatives,
heirs, successors, and assigns of either the Grantor or subsequent property owner(s), is
prohibited. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, and except when an approved
purpose under B.(2) above, or as necessary to accomplish mitigation approved under any
permit(s) reliant upon this Declaration, the following activities and uses are expressly prohibited
in, on, over, or under the Conservation Area, subject to the express terms and conditions below:
(1) Structures. The construction of man-made structures including, but not
limited to, the construction, removal, placement, preservation, maintenance or alteration of any
buildings, roads, utility lines, billboards, or other advertising. This restriction does not include
deer stands, bat boxes, bird nesting boxes, bird feeders, duck blinds, and the placement of signs
for safety purposes or boundary demarcation.
(2) Demolition. The demolition of fencing structures constructed by the Sponsor
for the purpose of demarcation of the Conservation Area or for public safety.
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(3) Soils. The removal, excavation, disturbance, or dredging of soil, sand, peat,
gravel, or aggregate material of any kind; or any change in the topography of the land, including
any discharges of dredged or fill material, ditching, extraction, drilling, driving of piles, mining
or excavation of any kind.
(4) Drainage. The drainage or disturbance of any aquifer, the surface water level
or the water table, except for pre-existing or approved project-related stormwater discharges and
any maintenance associated with those stormwater discharges. All pre-existing or approved
project-related drainage/stormwater discharge features should be shown on the accompanying
plat map or approved plan and attached to this Declaration as Exhibit B.
(5) Waste or Debris.
The storage, dumping, depositing, abandoning,
discharging, or releasing of any gaseous, liquid, solid, or hazardous waste substance, materials or
debris of whatever nature on, in, over, or underground or into surface or ground water, except for
pre-existing or approved project related stormwater discharges, and any maintenance associated
with those stormwater discharges.
(6) Non-Native Species. The planting or introduction of non-native or invasive
species.
(7) Herbicides, Insecticides, and Pesticides. The use of herbicides, insecticides,
pesticides, or other chemicals, except for as may be necessary to control invasive species that
threaten the natural character of the Conservation Area. State-approved municipal application
programs necessary to protect public health and welfare are not included in this prohibition.
(8) Removal of Vegetation.
The mowing, cutting, pruning, removal;
disturbance, destruction, or collection of any trees, shrubs, or other vegetation, except for
pruning, cutting or removal for:
a) safety; or
b) control in accordance with accepted scientific forestry management
practices for diseased or dead vegetation; or
c) control of non-native species and noxious weeds; or
d) scientific nature study.
(9) Agricultural Activities. The conversion of, or expansion into, any portion of
the Conservation Area for use of agricultural, horticultural, aquacultural, silvicultural, livestock
production or grazing activities. This prohibition also includes conversion from one type of these
activities to another (e.g. from agricultural to silvicultural).
(10) Subdivision of Conservation Area. Subdivision of real property within the
Conservation Area into multiple parcels.
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(11) Other. Other acts, uses, excavation, or discharges, which adversely affect
fish or wildlife habitat or the preservation of lands, waterways, or other aquatic resources
mentioned herein within the Conservation Area.
F.

INSPECTION, ENFORCEMENT AND ACCESS RIGHTS

As set forth in Section B, above, the Grantor, Sponsor, Corps, PADEP, and authorized
regulatory entities have the right to enter the Property to observe the Conservation Area and to
take actions necessary to verify compliance with and to enforce this Declaration. When
practicable, such entry shall be upon prior reasonable notice to the property owner. The Grantor
grants to the Corps, the U.S. Department of Justice, and/or the PADEP, a discretionary right to
enforce this Declaration in a judicial action against any person(s) or other entity(ies) violating or
attempting to violate these restrictive covenants. No violation of this Declaration shall result in a
forfeiture or reversion of title. In any enforcement action, an enforcing agency shall be entitled
to a complete restoration for any violation, as well as other judicial remedies such as civil
penalties. Nothing herein shall be interpreted to limit the right of the Corps or PADEP to
modify, suspend, or revoke any permit issued or authorized by the Corps or PADEP.
G.

RECORDING AND EXECUTION BY PARTIES

Within thirty (30) calendar days of execution of this Agreement, the Grantor shall record
this Declaration in the Tioga and Potter County offices where land records are retained. Further,
if anticipated activities in the Conservation Area are agreed upon for future phases of the site, as
set forth in Section I (Reserved Rights) herein, the Grantor or Sponsor must submit plans to the
Corps and PADEP for review and approval prior to any work in the Conservation Area.
H.

NOTICE OF TRANSFER OF PROPERTY INTERESTS

No transfer of the rights set forth in this Declaration, or of any other property interests
pertaining to the Conservation Area or the underlying property it occupies, shall occur without
sixty (60) calendar days’ prior written notice to the Sponsor, Corps and PADEP.
I.

RESERVED RIGHTS

(1)
The Grantor and any holders of declarations or other property rights for
the operation and maintenance of pre-existing or project-related structures or infrastructure such
as roads, utilities, drainage ditches, or stormwater facilities that are present on, over, or under the
Conservation Area reserve the right, within the terms and conditions of their permits, their
agreements, and the law, to continue with such operation and maintenance. All pre-existing or
approved project-related structures or infrastructure, if any, shall be shown on the accompanying
plat map or approved plan and attached to this Declaration as Exhibit B.
(2)
If an authorized project requires any related or unanticipated infrastructure
modifications, utility relocation, drainage ditches, or stormwater controls within the identified
Conservation Area, or if a situation requires measures to remove threat to life or property within
the identified Conservation Area, said activities must be approved in writing by the Corps and
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PADEP subject to terms and conditions set forth in the written approval. Approval is subject to
the Corps and PADEP discretion. If approved, said activities must be identified on an amended
Exhibit B and must be recorded and specifically noted as an “amendment” and copies of the
recorded Amended Exhibit B must be provided to the Corps and PADEP within sixty (60) days
of Corps approval. Approval of said activity by the Corps is in addition to any Clean Water Act,
Section 404 permit, or other authorization, which may be required in order to legally implement
said activity. The Grantor and FPR accept the obligation to place any other and/or subsequent
responsible party on reasonable prior notice of their need to request such Corps approval.
J.

SEVERABILITY

If any portion of this Declaration, or the application thereof to any person or
circumstance, is found to be invalid, the remainder of the provisions of this instrument, or
application of such provision to persons or circumstances other than those as to which it is found
to be invalid, shall not be affected thereby.
K.

MODIFICATIONS

The restrictions contained in this Declaration are required by the Department of the Army
Permit and/or Mitigation Banking Instrument and /or Mitigation Plan, a copy of which is
attached hereto and incorporated by reference. There shall be no changes or alterations to the
provisions in this Declaration without prior written approval from the appropriate District
Commander of the Corps and PADEP. The Corps and PADEP shall be provided with a 60-day
advance written notice of any legal action concerning this Declaration or of any action to
extinguish, void, or modify this Declaration in whole or in part, including transfer of title to, or
establishment of any other legal claims over, the Property. This Declaration is intended to
survive foreclosure, bankruptcy, condemnation, or judgments affecting the Property.
L.

MITIGATION

If the work required by a mitigation plan, including maintenance or remedial work, under
the Corps permit for the project, occurs within the Conservation Area, then the Sponsor is
allowed to construct and undertake the mitigation work in accordance with an authorized
mitigation plan, a copy of which is attached hereto and incorporated by reference.
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M.

COAL RIGHTS NOTICE

The following notice is given to and accepted by Grantor for the purpose and with the
intention of compliance with the requirements of the Pennsylvania Conservation and
Preservation Declarations Act. Nothing herein shall imply the presence or absence of workable
coal seams or the severance of coal interests from the Property.

NOTICE: This Declaration may impair the development of coal interests including
workable coal seams or coal interests which have been severed from the Property.
[THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE IS LEFT INTENTIONALLY BLANK]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, intending to be legally bound, the Parties have executed this
Declaration the day and year first above written.
GRANTOR:
______________________________
Gregory D. Jennings

WITNESS:

________________________________
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, intending to be legally bound, the Parties have executed this
Declaration the day and year first above written.
GRANTOR:
______________________________
Robert L. Jennings

WITNESS:

______________________________
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COMMONWEALTH/STATE OF _______________
COUNTY OF

:
: SS
:

On ________________, before me, a Notary Public for the Commonwealth/State
aforesaid, personally appeared Gregory D. Jennings, who acknowledged himself to be the person
known to me or satisfactorily proven to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within
instrument, and acknowledged that he executed the same for the purposes therein contained.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have set my hand and official seal.

Notary Public
My commission expires:
[SEAL]
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COMMONWEALTH/STATE OF _______________
COUNTY OF

:
: SS
:

On ________________, before me, a Notary Public for the Commonwealth/State
aforesaid, personally appeared Robert L. Jennings, who acknowledged himself to be the person
known to me or satisfactorily proven to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within
instrument, and acknowledged that he executed the same for the purposes therein contained.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have set my hand and official seal.

Notary Public
My commission expires:
[SEAL]
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EXHIBIT TO THE DECLARATION A
DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS FOR CONSERVATION
PLAT AND LEGAL DESCRIPTION

Parcel 1:
Parcel No. 19-106.00-182-000-000

Parcel 2:
Parcel No. 19-106.00-183-000-000

Parcel 3:
Parcel No. 22-106.00-178-000-000

Parcel 4:
Parcel No. 22-106.00-199-000-000
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CHIPPEWA SWAMP CONSERVATION EASEMENT
AREA A-1
Beginning at a point on the southerly line of the lands of Robert L. Jennings; as described in
Instrument Number 200704022, being designated as point A-1A; with PA North State Plane
Coordinates of N=553934.59 E=2237517.32, said point being also located on the northerly line
of the lands of Gregory D. Jennings as described in Instrument Number 200214090; thence, from
said point of beginning and continuing along said southerly line of the lands of Robert L.
Jennings S87°16’54”W 601.22’ to a point designated as A-2A with State Plane Coordinates of
N=553906.07 E=2236916.78; thence, through said lands of Robert L. Jennings N15°46’00”E
84.02’ to a point; thence, N83°59’27”E 180.08’ to a point; thence, S86°56’00”E 366.48’ to a
point; thence, S32°20’28”E 61.07’ to the point and place of beginning;
Containing 0.992 acre of land.
AREA A-2
Beginning at a point on the northerly line of the lands of Gregory D. Jennings; as described in
Instrument Number 200214090, being designated as point A-2A; with PA North State Plane
Coordinates of N=553906.07 E=2236916.78, said point being also located on the southerly line
of the lands of Robert L. Jennings; as described in Instrument Number 200704022; thence, from
said point of beginning and continuing along the northerly line of the lands of Gregory D.
Jennings N87°16’54”E 601.22’ to a point designated as A-1A; with State Plane Coordinates of
N=553934.59 E=2237517.32; thence, through said lands of Gregory D. Jennings S32°20’28”E
13.09’ to a point; thence, S04°42’43”E 185.98’; thence, S64°39’14”E 474.50’ to a point; thence,
S81°12’09”E 342.05’ to a point located on the northerly line of the lands of Robert L. Jennings

as described in Deed Book 296, Page 1035; thence, continuing along said northerly line
S85°58’18”W 1154.24’ to a point designated as A-3A; with State Plane Coordinates of
N=553401.66 E=2237155.06; thence, through the lands of Gregory D. Jennings N03°22’34”W
53.74’ to a point; thence, S87°29’32”W 72.29’ to a point; thence, N32°30’02”W 318.32’ to a
point; thence, N11°01’09”W 94.44’ to a point; thence, N15°46’00”E 96.39’ to the point and
place of beginning;
Containing 8.770 acres of land.
AREA A-3
Beginning at a point located at the northwesterly corner of the lands of Robert L. Jennings; as
described in Deed Book 296, Page 1035, being designated as A-3A; with State Plane
Coordinates of N=553401.66 E=2237155.06, said point being also located on the southerly line
of the lands of Gregory D. Jennings as described in Instrument Number 200214090; thence,
continuing along the northerly line of the lands of Robert L. Jennings N85°58’18”E 1154.24’ to
a point; thence, through the lands of Robert L. Jennings S81°12’09”E 100.65’ to a point; thence
S82°35’39”E 92.55’ to a point located on the westerly right of way of Jennings Road; thence,
continuing along said right of way S20°39’06”E 62.98’ to a point; thence, S17°53’09”E 61.70’
to a point; thence, S15°51’48”E 62.21’ to a point; thence, S14°01’31”E 77.62’ to a point; thence
through the lands of Robert L. Jennings S79°43’07”W 723.19’ to a point; thence, N88°25’50”W
316.96’ to a point; thence, N32°24’14”W 224.19’ to a point located on the westerly line of the
lands of Robert L. Jennings; being designated as A-3B with State Plane Coordinates of
N=553291.43 E=2237161.56; thence, continuing along said westerly line N03°22’34”W 110.42’
to the point and place of beginning;
Containing 10.370 acres of land.
SADDLE SWAMP CONSERVATION EASEMENT
Beginning at a point on the northerly line of the lands of Robert L. Jennings, as described in
Deed Book 296, page 1035, being designated as point B-1, with PA North State Plane
Coordinates of N=550714.67 E=2236787.45; said point being also located on the southerly line
of the lands of North Hill Gun Club, Inc.; thence, through the lands of Robert L. Jennings
S67°37’17”E 61.83’ to a point; thence, S08°29’40”E 520.03’ to a point; thence, S88°53’01”W
446.27’ to a point; thence, S48°35’29”W 746.96’ to a point; thence, S64°45’35”W 348.96’ to a
point; thence, N25°26’21”W 195.79’ to a point; thence, N36°18’50”E 1215.53’ to a point
located on the northerly line of the lands of Robert L. Jennings, said point being designated as B2 with State Plane Coordinates of N=550681.52 E=2236235.14, said point being also located on
the southerly line of the lands of North Hill Gun Club, Inc.; thence, continuing along the
northerly line of the lands of Robert L. Jennings N86°33’53”E 553.31’ to the point and place of
beginning;
Containing 16.604 acres of land.
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Representative Site Photographs
Towanda Creek PRM Site
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Photo 1: Saddle Swamp - Wetland 1
overview, facing northeast
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Photo 2: Saddle Swamp - Wetland 1
overview, facing south
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Photo 3: Saddle Swamp Wetland 5, facing west
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Photo 4: Saddle Swamp - Stream 1,
facing upstream
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Photo 5: Chippewa Swamp - Facing
south towards wetland from corn field
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Photo 7: Chippewa Swamp Facing west from sample point 1
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Photo 6: Chippewa Swamp - Facing
south from sample point 2
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Photo 8: Chippewa Swamp Facing west from sample point 3
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130 Court Street, Ste 200, Williamsport, PA 17701
E-mail: rettew@rettew.com ● Web site: rettew.com

Phone: (570) 320-1708

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Conor Gillespie, Resource Environmental Solutions, LLC

FROM:

Derek H. Smith

DATE:

February 12, 2015

PROJECT NAME:

Chippewa Swamp / Saddle Swamp

SUBJECT:

Wetland Investigation

PROJECT NO.:

097302043

Wetland investigations of the Saddle and Chippewa Swamp sites were conducted on November 20, and December
15, 2014 by a qualified wetland biologist from RETTEW Associates, Inc. The Chippewa Swamp and Saddle Swamp
sites are located in Granville and Leroy Townships respectively, Bradford County, Pennsylvania and appear on the
Canton, PA 7.5-minute United States Geological Survey (USGS) Topographic Quadrangle (Figure 1, Attachment A).
The Area of Investigation (AOI) for the Chippewa Swamp included a 24.9-acre area immediately west of Jennings
Road, and the Saddle Swamp included an 18.9-acre area east of East Canton Road, and south southeast of
Stotenburr Road (Figure 2, Attachment A).
METHODS
Wetland delineation procedures followed the protocol described in the 2012 Regional Supplement to the Corps of
Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual, Northcentral and Northeast Region (Version 2.0) and the 1987 Corps of
Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual. Representative sampling points were selected to characterize habitat and
plant communities throughout the AOI. Wetland boundaries and streams were flagged and surveyed using Trimble
GPS equipment. Wetland flagging was minimized within the predominantly pasture areas of the Saddle Swamp due
to the presence of livestock.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Chippewa Swamp AOI is situated almost entirely within a forested valley containing a mapped unnamed
surface tributary to Wallace Brook. Within the AOI are vast expanses of wetlands that include palustrine emergent
(PEM), palustrine scrub-shrub (PSS) and palustrine forested (PFO) wetlands. The central portion of the Chippewa
Swamp is a unique wetland exhibiting persistent hydrology and high volumes of organic matter build up due to
the perpetual saturation and seasonal inundation of the site, as evidenced by a histisol found in only extremely
wet environments. The more fringe areas of the Chippewa Swamp have a mix of PSS and PFO wetlands, with
several PEM wetland swales within the surrounding upland forests that feed hydrology into the main portion of
the swamp. Due to limited anthropogenic disturbance to the site, conditions were natural with plants and soil
undisturbed, save Sampling Point 3, which was located within an active hay field in the southeast corner of the
AOI.
In contrast, the Saddle Swamp AOI is situated almost entirely within an active livestock pasture, with lesser
amounts of the AOI in active agricultural production and some forested areas in which an unnamed surface
tributary to Towanda Creek was located. Within the Saddle Swamp AOI, both palustrine emergent (PEM) and
palustrine scrub-shrub (PSS) wetlands were identified. PEM wetlands were more predominant than PSS wetlands.
Mowing as well as livestock disturbances (to soils due to trampling, and vegetation due to grazing) were noted.
Livestock grazing has influenced the composition (percent coverage) of plant species within much of the PEM
wetlands identified, but was not severe enough to preclude accurate vegetative assessment. As is common in
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pastured wetlands, many upland plant species were grazed more heavily than the less palatable wetland species.
The upland portions of the site were mainly sloped pasture and hayfields on either side of the valley floor. A small
section of upland forest was located on the extreme western portion of the AOI – this area was not in agricultural
production presumably due to the steep slopes and the stream channel that flowed through this woodlot. For
much of its length, the stream channel was incised within this wooded section, and although Sampling Point 2 was
taken only 30’ west of the stream channel, wetland hydrology was not met. Likewise, soils and vegetation were
not hydric and hydrophytic.
Wetlands
Chippewa Swamp
Within the Chippewa AOI one contiguous wetland was identified. This large wetland complex included PEM, PSS, and
PFO wetlands as previously noted. Sampling Point 2 is representative of the bulk of the wetlands within the AOI. To
estimate the extent of various wetland types on site, the ranges of these various wetlands were evaluated throughout
the field delineation and were verified to the extent practicable by review of historical aerial imaging. No finite
boundary between PSS and PFO wetlands could be ascertained precisely due the blending of these two wetland types.
The boundary between PSS and PFO is more accurately described as a broad transitional zone between these two
wetland types. The PEM wetland boundaries were more distinct, with much of the PEM area restricted to wet swales
within the mature deciduous upland forest north of the main swamp.
Table 1. Dominant plant species listed at Sampling Point 2 (wetland reference) within the Chippewa
Swamp.
Stratum
Species
Common Name
Indicator Status
Tree
Acer rubrum
Red maple
FAC
Vaccinium coryombosum
Highbush blueberry
FACW
Shrub
Alnus incana
Speckled alder
FACW
Herb
Matteuccia struthiopteris
Ostrich fern
FAC
Table 2. Dominant plant species listed at Sampling Point 1 (upland reference) within the Chippewa
Swamp.
Stratum
Species
Common Name
Indicator Status
Acer rubrum
Red maple
FAC
Tree
Prunus serotina
Black cherry
FACU
Quercus rubra
Red oak
FACU
Shrub
Acer rubrum
Red maple
FAC
Kalmia latifolia
Mountain laurel
FACU
For a complete description of soils, vegetation and hydrology of both wetland and upland sample points collected
during the delineation of the Chippewa Swamp, refer to Attachment B for the wetland determination data forms
specific to each sampling point. Representative photographs are provided in Attachment C.
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Saddle Swamp
Within the Saddle AOI eight separate wetlands were identified. Five small PEM wetlands were identified within
the pastured portion of the northern part of the AOI. At the southern limit of the AOI, one small PSS wetland was
identified adjacent to the unnamed surface tributary to Towanda Creek. The remaining two wetlands were both
larger in size and contained a roughly even mix of both PEM and PSS wetland areas. Much of the wetlands found
on site were within the valley floor portion of the site – central part of the AOI, with most of the five PEM wetlands
being hillslope spring fed wetlands east of the valley floor, within the active livestock pasture. It should be noted
that due to both field views being conducted outside the growing season, care was taken to ensure accurate
evaluation of the hydrology parameter to preclude any false positives related to the presence of wetland
hydrology due to snow melt and recent precipitation. One plant species, Dactylis glomerata (FACU), was common
within the upland portions of the pasture, albeit heavily grazed, but was limited in extent within the wetland
portions of the pasture. Juncus effusus (OBL) was scattered sporadically throughout the pasture, but was more
prevalent within the wetland areas as would be expected. It was readily identifiable from a distance due to it not
being grazed, and was helpful in keying in on areas of increased hydrology. Sampling Point 3 is representative of
the wetter portions of the upland pasture. The soils at Sampling Point 3 were compacted due to livestock
trampling, and showed a clear clay lens that perched water near the surface. Soil samples in drier portions of the
pasture lacked such a clay layer and therefore allowed percolation of surface water down into the soil profile
reducing hydrophytic vegetation establishment. Overall, many of the wetlands identified were contained within
a geomorphic position that allowed for increased hydrology, aiding to the support of these wetlands.
Table 3. Dominant plant species listed at Sampling Point 1 (wetland reference) within the Saddle Swamp
Stratum
Species
Common Name
Indicator Status
Shrub
Spirea tomentosa
Steeplebush
FACW
Herb
Scirpus cyperinus
Woolgrass
OBL
Phalaris arundinaceae
Reed Canary grass
FACW
Table 4. Dominant plant species listed at Sampling Point 3 (upland reference) within the Chippewa
Swamp
Stratum
Species
Common Name
Indicator Status
Shrub
Elaeagnus angustifolia
Autumn olive
FACU
Rosa multiflora
Multiflora rose
FACU
Dactylis glomerata
Orchard grass
FACU
Herb
Poa pratensis
Kentucky blue grass
FACU
Daucus carota
Queen Ann’s lace
FACU
For a complete description of soils, vegetation and hydrology of both wetland and upland sample points collected
during the delineation of the Saddle Swamp, refer to Attachment B for the wetland determination data forms
specific to each sampling point. Representative photographs are provided in Attachment C.
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Streams
Chippewa Swamp
No streams were identified within the AOI of the Chippewa Swamp. Some mapping that we reviewed included
an unnamed tributary (UNT) leading from Chippewa Swamp to Wallace Brook, but no channel was found within
the AOI during the field investigation. In an April 4, 2005 aerial photo of the site, there is a faint, meandering
channel visible during leaf-off conditions. This channel would be used by the Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection (PADEP) to establish a hydrologic connect to Wallace Brook to determine wetland
classification. Wallace Brook is in Pennsylvania Code, Title 25, Chapter 93, Water Quality Standards as Cold
Water Fishes, Migratory Fishes (CWF, MF). No separate special protection classification for Wallace Brook is
identified on the Existing Use List for Bradford County, and the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission (PFBC)
does not list Wallace Brook as a stream known to support naturally reproducing trout. A search of the
Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory database did not identify any potential conflicts with threatened or
endangered (T&E) species. Based on the stream classifications and the PNDI search results, Chippewa Swamp
would not be classified as an Exceptional Value (EV) wetland.
Saddle Swamp
One intermittent unnamed tributary to Towanda creek was identified within the Saddle Swamp AOI. This UNT is
listed in Chapter 93 as CWF, MF. No separate existing use for this Towanda Creek UNT is identified on Existing Use
List. The PFBC does not identify this UNT as a stream known to support naturally reproducing trout. No potential
conflicts with T&E species were identified by a search of the PNDI database. Based on these criteria, Saddle Swamp
would not be classified as an EV wetland.
Attachment A provides USGS quadrangle and aerial maps of the Chippewa and Saddle AOIs, which denote
locations of photos, sampling points, and wetland boundaries. Attachment B provides complete sampling point
data sheets. Attachment C provides representative photographs of the sites, wetlands, and stream.
CONCLUSIONS
RETTEW’s field investigations determined that within the Chippewa Swamp AOI one wetland and no streams were
present. Within the Saddle Swamp AOI, eight separate wetlands and one stream were present. None of the
wetlands in either AOI would be classified as EV, based on current available data.
Wetlands were identified on the basis of indicators present at the time of investigation. Wetland boundaries were
not verified by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) or the PADEP.
Prepared by:

Reviewed by:

_

Derek Smith, Sr. Environmental Scientist

Martin Friday, Sr. Biologist

_
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Resource Environmental Solutions, LLC
Bradford County Wetland Delineations
Figure 1 - Topographic Basemap
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ATTACHMENT B
WETLAND DETERMINATION DATA FORMS

ATTACHMENT C
SITE PHOTOGRAPHS

RETTEW Associates, Inc.
Photo Documentation
Client:
Resource Environmental
Solutions, LLC
Photo 1
Date Taken:
December 18, 2014
Photo Direction:
Northeast
Comments:
Overview photo of
Saddle Swamp.
Wetland 1 visible in
valley floor, sloped
upland hayfield in
foreground, and
sloped pasture in
background.

Photo 2
Date Taken:
December 18, 2014
Photo Direction:
South
Comments:
Second overview
photo of Saddle
Swamp. Wetland 1
visible in valley floor,
surrounded by
sloped upland
hayfields.

Site Name:
Bradford County Wetland
Delineations

Site Location:
Bradford County, PA

Project Number:
097302043

RETTEW Associates, Inc.
Photo Documentation
Client:
Resource Environmental
Solutions, LLC
Photo 3
Date Taken:
December 18, 2014
Photo Direction:
West
Comments:
View of Wetland 5 at
Saddle Swamp.

Photo 4
Date Taken:
November 20, 2014
Photo Direction:
Southeast
Comments:
View of SP-2 at
Saddle Swamp.
Stream 1 located
behind SP flowing
from left to right.

Site Name:
Bradford County Wetland
Delineations

Site Location:
Bradford County, PA

Project Number:
097302043

RETTEW Associates, Inc.
Photo Documentation
Client:
Resource Environmental
Solutions, LLC
Photo 5
Date Taken:
November 20, 2014
Photo Direction:
Northeast
Comments:
View of Stream 1 at
Saddle Swamp.

Photo 6
Date Taken:
November 20, 2014
Photo Direction:
South
Comments:
View of SP-1, which
is representative of
much of the forested
upland that
surrounds the
Chippewa Swamp.

Site Name:
Bradford County Wetland
Delineations

Site Location:
Bradford County, PA

Project Number:
097302043

RETTEW Associates, Inc.
Photo Documentation
Client:
Resource Environmental
Solutions, LLC
Photo 7
Date Taken:
November 20, 2014
Photo Direction:
South
Comments:
View of Sp-2,
showing wetland
conditions
representative of
those found in the
Chippewa Swamp.
Deciduous, sloped,
upland forest visible
in background.

Photo 8
Date Taken:
November 20, 2014
Photo Direction:
West
Comments:
View of upland
conditions at SP-3.

Site Name:
Bradford County Wetland
Delineations

Site Location:
Bradford County, PA

Project Number:
097302043

Permittee-Responsible Mitigation Plan for the Atlantic Sunrise Project – Susquehanna County
Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Company, LLC.
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Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
PNDI Receipt: project_receipt_towanda_creek_restoration_626569_FINAL_1.pdf

Project Search ID: PNDI-626569

1. PROJECT INFORMATION
Project Name: Towanda Creek Restoration Site (PNDI Update)
Date of Review: 3/21/2017 12:47:55 PM
Project Category: Habitat Conservation and Restoration, Wetland Restoration, Wetland Creation, or Wetland
Enhancement
Project Area: 40.30 acres
County(s): Bradford
Township/Municipality(s): GRANVILLE; LEROY
ZIP Code: 16926
Quadrangle Name(s): CANTON
Watersheds HUC 8: Upper Susquehanna-Tunkhannock
Watersheds HUC 12: Headwaters Towanda Creek
Decimal Degrees: 41.672978, -76.769655
Degrees Minutes Seconds: 41° 40' 22.7215" N, 76° 46' 10.7568" W

2. SEARCH RESULTS
Agency

Results

Response

PA Game Commission

No Known Impact

No Further Review Required

PA Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources

No Known Impact

No Further Review Required

PA Fish and Boat Commission

No Known Impact

No Further Review Required

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

No Known Impact

No Further Review Required

As summarized above, Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory (PNDI) records indicate no known impacts to
threatened and endangered species and/or special concern species and resources within the project area. Therefore,
based on the information you provided, no further coordination is required with the jurisdictional agencies. This
response does not reflect potential agency concerns regarding impacts to other ecological resources, such as
wetlands.
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Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
PNDI Receipt: project_receipt_towanda_creek_restoration_626569_FINAL_1.pdf

Project Search ID: PNDI-626569

3. AGENCY COMMENTS
Regardless of whether a DEP permit is necessary for this proposed project, any potential impacts to threatened
and endangered species and/or special concern species and resources must be resolved with the appropriate
jurisdictional agency. In some cases, a permit or authorization from the jurisdictional agency may be needed if
adverse impacts to these species and habitats cannot be avoided.
These agency determinations and responses are valid for two years (from the date of the review), and are
based on the project information that was provided, including the exact project location; the project type,
description, and features; and any responses to questions that were generated during this search. If any of the
following change: 1) project location, 2) project size or configuration, 3) project type, or 4) responses to the
questions that were asked during the online review, the results of this review are not valid, and the review must
be searched again via the PNDI Environmental Review Tool and resubmitted to the jurisdictional agencies. The
PNDI tool is a primary screening tool, and a desktop review may reveal more or fewer impacts than what is listed
on this PNDI receipt. The jursidictional agencies strongly advise against conducting surveys for the species
listed on the receipt prior to consultation with the agencies.

PA Game Commission
RESPONSE:
No Impact is anticipated to threatened and endangered species and/or special concern species and resources.

PA Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
RESPONSE:
No Impact is anticipated to threatened and endangered species and/or special concern species and resources.

PA Fish and Boat Commission
RESPONSE:
No Impact is anticipated to threatened and endangered species and/or special concern species and resources.

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
RESPONSE:
No impacts to federally listed or proposed species are anticipated. Therefore, no further consultation/coordination
under the Endangered Species Act (87 Stat. 884, as amended; 16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq. is required. Because no take of
federally listed species is anticipated, none is authorized. This response does not reflect potential Fish and Wildlife
Service concerns under the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act or other authorities.

4. DEP INFORMATION
The Pa Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) requires that a signed copy of this receipt, along with any
required documentation from jurisdictional agencies concerning resolution of potential impacts, be submitted with
applications for permits requiring PNDI review. Two review options are available to permit applicants for handling PNDI
coordination in conjunction with DEP’s permit review process involving either T&E Species or species of special
concern. Under sequential review, the permit applicant performs a PNDI screening and completes all coordination with
the appropriate jurisdictional agencies prior to submitting the permit application. The applicant will include with its
application, both a PNDI receipt and/or a clearance letter from the jurisdictional agency if the PNDI Receipt shows a
Potential Impact to a species or the applicant chooses to obtain letters directly from the jurisdictional agencies. Under
concurrent review, DEP, where feasible, will allow technical review of the permit to occur concurrently with the T&E
species consultation with the jurisdictional agency. The applicant must still supply a copy of the PNDI Receipt with its
permit application. The PNDI Receipt should also be submitted to the appropriate agency according to directions on
the PNDI Receipt. The applicant and the jurisdictional agency will work together to resolve the potential impact(s). See
the DEP PNDI policy at https://conservationexplorer.dcnr.pa.gov/content/resources.
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PERFORMANCE BOND
Bond No. RLB00000000

DATE BOND EXECUTED (Must be same or earlier than date of
permit.)
OBLIGEE:
Baltimore District, United States Army Corps of Engineers
10 South Howard Street, Baltimore, MD 21201

PRINCIPAL (Legal name and business address)

Surety(ies) (Legal name(s) and business address(es))

Resource Environmental Solutions, LLC
412 N. Fourth Street, Suite 300
Baton Rouge, LA 70802

RLI Insurance Company
8 Greenway Plaza, Suite 400
Houston, TX 77046

TYPE OF ORGANIZATION ("X"ONE)

PENAL SUM OF BOND, amount determined solely by Obligee
Hundred(s)
Cent(s)
Million(s)
Thousand(s)
230
000
00

___Individual

___Partnership

___Joint Venture

_X_Corporation

STATE OF INCORPORATION
Louisiana

PERMIT DATE

PERMIT NO.

Know All Men By These Presents,
That we, Resource Environmental Solutions, LLC of 412 N. Fourth Street, Suite 300 Baton
Rouge, LA 70802 (hereinafter called the “Principal”), as Principal, and RLI Insurance Company
with an office at 8 Greenway Plaza, Suite 400 Houston, TX 77024 a corporation duly
organized under the laws of the State of Illinois (hereinafter called the “Surety”), as Surety, are
held and firmly bound unto, as evidenced by the signature below, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, Baltimore District of 10 South Howard Street Baltimore, MD 21201 (hereinafter
called the “Obligee”), as Obligee, up to the maximum penal sum of Two Hundred Thirty
Thousand and No/100 Dollars ($230,000.00) (hereinafter called the “Maximum Penal Sum”), for
the payment of which we, the said Principal and the said Surety, bind ourselves, our heirs,
executors, administrators, successors and assigns, jointly and severally, firmly by these presents.
WHEREAS, the Principal, Resource Environmental Solutions, acting as the mitigation services
agent and contractor for Transcontinental Pipe Line Company, LLC (“Transcontinental”), will be
responsible for implementation of the Atlantic Sunrise Towanda Creek permittee-responsible
mitigation plan (the “PRM Plan”) to compensate for unavoidable impacts to streams associated
with Department of Army Permit # To Be Determined
which file and PRM Plan are hereby referred to and made a part hereof as if fully set forth
herein.
WHEREAS, Transcontinental has applied for Permits for such activities from Obligee, and the
Obligee has granted the necessary permit(s), subject to the posting by Principal of this
performance bond to insure full compliance with all the terms and conditions of PRM Plan.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CONDITION OF THIS OBLIGATION IS SUCH, that if the above
bounden Principal shall i) complete construction of the wetland restoration specified in the PRM

Plan and ii) demonstrate compliance with the success criteria required in the PRM Plan then this
obligation shall be null and void; otherwise shall remain in full force and effect, subject,
however, to the following conditions:
1) Upon successful completion of project construction, the
Maximum Penal Sum shall be reduced by fifty percent (50%). The Obligee shall
have the full and final authority to determine whether the Principal has successfully
completed project construction. Upon reduction, the amount
of the Maximum Penal Sum remaining will then be the Maximum Penal Sum of this
Bond; and
2) The Maximum Penal Sum shall reduce in a stepwise fashion by ten percent (10%) per
annum over the remainder of the five (5) monitoring years. Upon reduction, the
amount of the Maximum Penal Sum remaining will then be the Maximum Penal Sum
of this Bond.
3) Obligee will issue a full and final release of this Bond when i) the final success
criteria, as defined in PRM Plan, are met, or ii) other security, in the amount of and
covering the same obligations stated herein, is posted with the Obligee. This bond
will not be released in whole or in part until the Principal receives written verification
from the Obligee that the conditions for release in the PRM Plan have been met. The
Obligee shall have the full and final authority to determine that the conditions for
release in the PRM Plan have been met.
4) The Surety’s obligation under this bond shall arise after the Obligee has notified the
Principal in and of their failure to abide by the terms and conditions of the PRM Plan
(“default”). Upon notice of the Principal’s default under the PRM Plan, the Surety
may take one of the following actions:
a) Remedy the default of the Principal to the full satisfaction of the Obligee by a
date certain determined by the Obligee, or
b) Immediately tender to the Obligee’s designee that portion of the Maximum
Penal Sum that the Obligee determines is due and owing and necessary to
remedy the default. In no circumstance shall such a sum be tendered to the
Obligee. Any new party or parties identified by the Obligee under this section
shall immediately become a Surety or Sureties to this bond. If the Obligee
determines that it is unable to identify such a party or parties, the Surety(ies)
shall remedy the default of the Principal under (a) of this section, or
c) In the event that the Surety(ies) fail(s) to notify Obligee at least 120 days in
advance of any termination or revocation, fail(s) to respond within thirty (30)
business days to the Obligee’s notice of default, or fail(s) to honor
commitments to the full satisfaction of the Obligee under a) or b) above of this
section, the remaining portion of the Maximum Penal Sum may, at the
election of the Obligee, immediately become due and owing and paid to a
party or parties (or to a standby trust agreement) identified by the Obligee.

5) Surety shall have no obligation to the Principal, the Obligee or any other person or
entity for any loss suffered by the Principal, the Obligee or any other person or entity
by reason of acts or omissions which are or could be covered by the Principal’s
general liability insurance, products liability insurance, completed operations
insurance or any other insurance. Under no circumstance shall the USACE be
responsible for arbitration of any insurance claims made, declined, or disputed under
this bond.
6) The Surety hereby waives notice for any alteration or extension of time made by the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
7) In accordance with regulation at 33 C.F.R. § 332.3(n)(5), the Surety(ies) shall provide
the Obligee notification at least 120 days in advance of termination, revocation, or
modification of this bond.
No right of action shall accrue on this bond to or for the use of any person or corporation other
than the Obligee named herein, or their heirs, executors, administrators or successors.
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PRINCIPAL
Signature 1

Signature 2

Corporate Seal

Name, Title 1 (typed):
Elliott M. Bouillion, President & CEO

Name, Title 2 (typed)

INDIVIDUAL SURETY(IES)

Signature 1

Signature 2

Signature 1

Signature 2

CORPORATE SURETY(IES)

Surety A
Name & Address:
RLI Insurance Company, 8 Greenway Plaza, Suite 400,
Houston, TX 77046

State of Incorporation:
Illinois

Signature 1

Signature 2

Name, Title 1 (typed):
E. Patrick Hennesy III, Attorney-in-Fact

Name, Title 2 (typed):
Greg E. Chilson

Surety B
Name & Address

State of Incorporation

Signature 1

Signature 2

Name, Title 1 (typed)

Name, Title 2 (typed)

Surety C
Name & Address

State of Incorporation

Liability Limit:
$350,000.00

Liability Limit

Liability Limit

Signature 1

Signature 2

Name, Title 1 (typed)

Name, Title 2 (typed)

Surety D
Name & Address

State of Incorporation

Signature 1

Signature 2

Name, Title 1 (typed)

Name, Title 2 (typed)

Surety E
Name & Address

State of Incorporation

Signature 1

Signature 2

Name, Title 1 (typed)

Name, Title 2 (typed)

Surety F
Name & Address

State of Incorporation

Signature 1

Signature 2

Name, Title 1 (typed)

Name, Title 2 (typed)

Surety G
Name & Address

State of Incorporation

Liability Limit

Liability Limit

Liability Limit

Liability Limit

Signature 1

Signature 2

Name, Title 1 (typed)

Name, Title 2 (typed)

Obligee
Name & Address:
U.S. Army Corp of Engineers, Baltimore District of 10 South
Howard Street, Baltimore, MD 21201
Signature 1

Signature 2

Name, Title 1 (typed)

Name, Title 2 (typed)

Bond Premium

Rate Per Thou. ($)

Total ($)

N/A

N/A

N/A

